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This Session Than Ever
SEVERAL CASES FOR
JUNE SPECIAL TERM.
Bert Roberts Taken to Refocus




Judge Reed urely rushed things
throuels this criminal term of circuit
court, as yesterday he had tried every
case ready for hearing on hi ii docket,
and there being nothing further be-
fore him, he dismissed the petit jur-
ors for good and let them go to their
homes The grand jury will remain
in session until the last of next week
to enable them to investigate a num-
ber of charges pending.
The judge as he went along sen-
tenced this one and that one to terms
in the penitentiary; and yesterday be
said he would sentence the balance
of them the first of next week so
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie will take the
bunch off to the prisons, the females
going to Frankfort and the nales to
EddyoriIle.
In the murder charge against Hen-
ry Ho!well, colored, being called yes-
terday morning, the judge continued
it over until the special term he will
bold the last week of June, at which
time also comes up the H. H. Loving
killing case. frolwell killed George
Travis, colored, at Twelfth and Ter-
rell streets while shooting at another
darkey. Abs-nt witnesses was the
cause of the postponement yesterday.
There was also continued until the
special term the indictment charging
J. T. Norflett with getting Grocer
Frank Rodfus of Fifth and Jackson
streets to cash a check which was
worthless. The accused's bond was
then reduced to $.2oo.
Frank Mason was acquitted of the
charge of obtaining goods by false
pretenses. Grocer J. D. Pulliam of
Ninth and Tennessee said Mason
came to him and claiming he owned
a blacsmith shop at Second and Jef-
ferson, and would do horseshoeing
and other work for Pulliam, got the
latter to sell him some groceries, to
be taken out In trade. Mkison ac-
quitted himself of the accusation.
Nannie Gray, colored, got one year
in the penitentiary on the charge of
breaking into the•dfug store of Joe
Gardner at Third and Tennessee Sta.,
aird stealing some -money, snuff and
other things.
Civil Suits.
-fudge Reed exiericled until the r8th,
the time in which bills of evidence
and exceptions could be filed in sup-
port of the appeals taken, in the suits
of H. L. Steyers vs. L. F. Wallace
Ifrid-T-M7 Tiir aEminitTators,• vs.
Paducah City Railway Company.
The sheriff's report of safe was
confirmed in the suit of C. L. Greeno
company against W. D. Cline.
Lawyer Harper was selected the at-
torney to defend the suit sif_ Sarah
WagsveII- against n ye n Bagwell.
Waster Commissioner Cecil Reed's
reports of sale were confitmed'in the
fo'lowing cases, and he niade the al-
lowance mentioned in each: Turnbo
vs. Brown, $27.60: Cherie. E. Jen-
nings, administrator of Thomas Ro-
biou against the Globe Bank and
Trust 'Company, $25.35; Henry Diehl
a. against Lawrence Dallatn, $17; Willie
B. Weeks, eaparte, $72.50; Arm-
strong vs. Armstrong, ;25. . .
4 - t, , • •
Taken to Reform School.
Former Detective T. J. Wore this
morning left at 1:4o o'clock for Lex-
ington, • Ky., with Bert Robetts, the
little fellow who was yesterday in
the circuit court given a sentence of
one year In that Institution for deal-
ing the bicycle of Clyde Baker from
in front of The Postal Tblegraph
Company at Second and Broadway.
One never realizes how Ignorant
some of our leading citizens are until




CLAIM OF WIFE IS ALLOWED
BY REFEREE BAGBY.
Referee Decided That Schwab Had
Accounted for the Sto,000 That
Trustee Says He did Not.
ID the bankruptcy court yesterday
Referee E. W. Bagby made some im-
portant orders in the Moses Schwab
proceeding.
Regarding the claim of the bank-
rupt's wife, the referee overruled the
exceptions other creditors submitted
and ordered it allowed, but she will
only share pro rata, as assets bear
to liabilities.. Her claim is $3,600 and
she contends that it is due her for
the stock of clothing she turned over
to her husband. When Moses and
Lee Schwab failed he sought in
their stock, and for a long while the
business was run in her nadte, but
afterwards she turned it over to her
husband, whom she says owes her for
it. If Schwab pays out at the rate of
fifty calls on the dollar she will get
$1,000.
Regarding the claim of Trustee A.
E. Boyd that Schwab has not ac-
counted for about $to,000 worth of
his property, Referee Bagby dismiss-
ed this, he deeming proof sufficient
had been introduced to show what
Schwab had done with all his hold-
ings. The referee then gave the trus-
tee fifteen days in which to decide
whether he will appeal to the United
States court at Louisville, the refe-
ree's action dismissing the trustee's
petition asking that Schwab be com-





North Yakima, Wash.,. April I2.—
Smoke issuing from Minim Ranier
can be plainly seen from' here, al-
though the mountain is more than
ninety miles away. The 'mountain
has been belching forth fire and cin-
ders for three days, and the first re-
liable report reached here today, from
a prospector who was camping near
there and was driven off by the fear-
ful rain of ashes.
In a letter Jack Campbell, the pros-
pector. says:
"Ranier began to smoke Monday
evening, and Tuesday it grew worse,
Wednesday ashes and hot mud fell
into the camp, and heavy rumblings
were heard.
-"I had to move Thursday, and the
sulphurous smoke which hung over
the crater gave indications that Ra-
nier was an active volcano. The rumb-
lings grew more notable and were
felt ten mites from the base."
Two years ago the last evidence of
an eruption was not nearly so severe
as now. There are no residents near
-41•124esu-sin7-4,14--the-
tors are beginning to flee.
Mount Ranier is one of the highest
peaks of the Cascade Mountains,
which extend through the central por-
tion of the State of Washington. The
height of Mount Ranier it r4,5oo feet.
It is also known by the name of
Mount Tacoma.
ENLARGE PLANT




MANY ACCESSIONS TO BE
EFFECTED TOMORROW
MORNING.
The Light Committee Has Not Yet Two Services Will Be Conducted
Met, Although Instructed to ,Do
So Two Weeks Ago.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said it
looked as if the light committee
from the city legislative boards, is
trying to shelve the proposition t3
enlarge the city's public plant, but
that he intended to continue bring-
ing the matter before every board
meeting and see that it was not
pushed off to one side, like it looks
is being attempted by the 'several
committeemen who were in favor of
turning the city's plant over to
Stone & Webster, but were thwart-
ed in their efforts.
It has now been three weeks
since the aldermanic board ordered
the light committee to get figures
for enlargement of the plant, while
the same instruction was given by
the council nearly two weeks ago,
but despite this fact Chairman Earl
Palmer has never yet called the
committee together in order this
can be done.
One city official who favored
"farming out" the plant yesterday
said he, now saw the people were
dead against this, therefore he in-
tended to see that the light com-
mittee was compelled to act right
away, if they tried to block pro-
gressive improvements in this un-
called for manner. He wants ths.
committee to get the figures from
supply houses, showing how much
it would cost to install additional
machinery sufficient to give current
for 150 lights more than are now
operated. Just as soon as the com-
mittee finds out the cost they will
make a report back to the full legis-
lative boards that will buy the ma-




(Special.—In the Franklin Circuit
court today Judge Stout found for
defendant in a case of H. V. Mc-
Chesney, secretary of state, against
S. W. /lager, auditor, in which
plaintiff soiight to recover salary of
1$1,000 per annum in addition to his
regular salary as secretary. Mr. Mc-
Chesney sought the additional sal-
ary under a legislative act of 1903,
placing additional duties upon him
in the matter of regulation of cor-
porations. Judge Stout followed the
decision of the court of appeals in
the case of Finley against Stone.
auditor, in finilang for defendant.
Oldest Skipper in World Has Sailed
20,000,000 Miles.
A London paper says Captain Alex-
ander Simpson, of the Aberdeen liner
Moravian, has this week completed
his seventy-first round voyage to
Sydney, a record which it Is believed
here has no parallel in the mercantile
marine.
Captain Simpson computes he has
sailed 22,000,000 miles, without a mis-
hap, under the flag of the Aberdeen
Line, which he joined in 1865
CONFEDERATIC BAZAAR.
The Children of the Confederacy
yesterday opened their Easter bazaar
at 52o Broadway instead of at the Pa-
ducah Music storeie} '438 Broadway.
The children have matiy fine things
on sale arid arc blieng liberally pat-
ronized by the pub! The 520 Broad-
way number is where Alderman W.
T. Miller has hip music house.
Excessive Taxation.
Up in Livingston county it appears
that the fiscal court made a levy that
yields $5,000.00 more. than is needed.
The Smithland Banner has the fol-
lowing to say about the matter:
The taxpayers of this county will
take out of their pockets the neat
d_S.Urn of $4, 68. 1h. arrymn1 
unappropriated, and pay it over to
Mk. Bishop 'to jingle in, his pockets,
instead of having a chance to keep it
till the county need's the' money. Why
does the court want that much




Today At Broadway Metho-
dist Church.
A class of about too people will
be admitted to membership at the
Broadway Methodist church tomor-
row morning at 10:45 o'clock, they
being the acquisitions secured for
the protracted meeting that has been
going on for several weeks at this
church. They will be admitted by
Rev. T. J. Newell, the pastor, and
Rev. J. B. Culpepper, immediately
following which, at it o'clock, the
latter preaches the morning sermon
tomorrow. At 9:15 o'clock tomor-
row morning Rev. Burke Culpepper
will preach, and this service will
displace the regular Sunday school
worship. At 3 o'clock in the after-
noon preaching will again be *Id,
also at 7:30 o'clock tomorrow night.
Yesterday morning Rev. J. B.
Culpepper preached on "Sanctifica-
tion" while last evening a strong
Burke Culpepper delivered a strong
sermon on "Sin.' Both services
were attended by a very large
crowd of. people.
This morning at io o'clock Rev.
J. B. Culpepper preaches on "Am !
Converted " There will not be any
services this afternoon for the
young people and children, but to-
night at 7:30 o'clock preaching will
again be conducted.
Tomorrow Revs. Culpepper and
De. Newell will decide how much




Alf ecl.11/11 leumping Trip to Be In
Response to "Pressure" From
the People.
Pay 1144
unless it is to blindfold the tax-
payers while they "rub in" the lie
that the "county is $tx,000 in debt?"
These figures are taken from the rec-




• New • York, April 12.—Maxim
Gorky gave out a statement today
in regard to his health. "I have a
slight pulmonary attack," he said,
"but it neither causes me inconvinna
ience nor embarrasses me in my
work. I have no apprehension as to
may condition."
Assesses Fine of $575,749-
?Savanah. April 13.—Judge Speer,
in the United States court, today
sentenced Greene and Gaynor each
to a term of four years in the peni-
tentiary and t9 a fine of $05.749:90.
the amount each is charged w/th
having fraudulently obtained ft
the United States government.
Washington, D. C., April 12.—The
real news today is in the statement
that President Roosevelt is to make
another tour of the country, making
Missouri and Michigan his two
main objective points, but not re-
stricting the blessing of his presence
to them, should the public in gen-
eral between and behind those re-
gions evince a disposition to receive
him.
The announcement, as is usual :n
these cases, left a ioophole for
escape, the chief object just at
present being to see how the people
take it. Ft ut it may be predicted
that excessive encouragement will
not be needed to induce the preSi-
dent to believe that his people want
KM. 7
The attacks of the people with
muck rakes have grown to propor-
tions such that something ought to
I be done, and nobody can have more
confidence in the persuasiveness of
bia_personal.preamee then_ the.. Drett7
dent has in his. 5.
Would Never Do, of Conrsf.
It wiuld not do to lose an elec-
tion simply for the want of a stump-
ing tom, and if nothing but a
stumping tour would win it, we
could depend upon our executive to
do nothing else between this and
1908.
Pers9ns who know the presiden-
tial character will smile at the news,
with the ill-natured amusement ot
those who see their opinions veri-
fied; while those who, no knowing,
admire him, will be glad that ;n
this one instance he has broken his
rule never to waver a hair's breadth
from a promise, or to recede an
inch from a position once assumed
As a matter of fact, of course, the
president has heed on every aide of
every question or position which
ettuld in any way affect his fortune;
his sole stipulation being that the
last position he assumes, or course
he takes shall be, the , one, which
makes him appear as the' victorious
leader.
P-7,464.
South Thirteenth street in a coma-
tose condition that will not permit!
cf his telling the manner in which!
he got beat up and robbed. During
a lucid period he mumbled some- I
thing about being robbed and as- I
saulted, but further than this nothing
can a.s yet be gleaned regarding the
circrrnstances surrounding the un-
usual occurrence. • Ile was brought
here yesterday on the noon pas-
senger train from Fulton, with there
pinned to his coat a note, saying he
had been found in a box car uncon-
scious. Further than this nothing
is known about the case which is
being worked on by the authorities.
Scott is about forty-five years of
age and resides at the number men-
tioned on South Thirteenth street.
He sells spectacles and about one
week since left this city for West
Tennessee. This was the last heard
of him until he was bronght back
on the train yesterday in a setni-
conscious condition, with his head
beaten up.
The conductor of the passenger
train said that he was placed
aboard at Fulton, and that the part-
ies putting Mtn sai said Scott had
been found unconscious in a box car
sitting out in the railroad yards at
that point. It seemed that someone
had assaulted him, beat his head
nearly off, took his money, and then
dumped the limp form into the
freight car where it remained until
found by the yard people.
'Colored people of Fulton made up
money enough to pay his way ;;ere,
and in his critical condition he was
placed aboard, with the note pinned
on his clothing, and brought to
Paducah. He was put off at the
Union depot, and afterwards car-
ried to his home where City Physi-
cian Bass dressed the injured head
that was gashed badly, while it
looks like his jaw was broken by
some hard instrument.
Scott comes to himself once in a
while, but not yet sufficiently to tell
where he was assaulted and pitched
into the freight car. He said enough
to convince the family that this is
how it happened. It is not known,
either, how much was gotten from
him.
The Fulton people did not know
where he came from, while the con-
ductor of the passenger train that
brought him to this city at noon
yesterday, knows nothing more than
told by the Fultonites. The city
police and special officers for the
railroad, are working on the case.
BUILDING ADDITION
One to be Placed to Storehouse at
ass South Second Street.
LIMP FOP   LEWD WOMEN
IN BOX AR ORDINANCE
MILTON SCOTT, COLOROD,
SEEMS TO BE VICTIM OF \
. MURDEROUS ATTACK.
•
He Was Found Unconscious in
Box Car at Fulton and Sent
On to This City Yesterday.
ST OF IT WILL BE MADE
IN THE POLICE
COURTS.
a R. e Draftin Given Continuance of
Case' Charging Him with Steal-
rasses-,--Police Court.
peddlar, is lying at his home in 825 
b probabk that a test will now It is
Milton Scott, a negro spectacle
de of ti e ordinance which
provides for a
ment in the city
lewd women to el
191- any proprietor
permits them to 'e









ested parties asked A
\Dave Cross to continue
over -i? next Monday and
done. The warrants' we
charging Fanny %Vinson an
Lee, of West Court street w
tering the saloon of William
on South Fourth street, and
Allen under the New Rich=
hotel. In the same warrant Gr
and his bartender John Lanham a
charged with permitting the- disso
lute characters to come in, while
Ben Allen and his bartender, Sher-
man Mills, are charged with allow-
ing the same thing at their place of
business. For being drunk and
disorderly that night the two -women
were fined $5 and costs, as were the
two young men they were with,
Richard Robertson and White
Thompson.
R. E. Craftin was given a con-
tinuance Cita today of the warrant
charging him with stealing brasses
from the *Illinois Central railroad
and selling it to John Minor for
$3 20.
There was continued • until today
the warrant charging Neal Long,
painter, with obtaining board under
false pretenses from Mrs. Myrtle
Atkinson.
Addie Montague, colored, was
fined $3 and costs for trying to
strike her husband, Fred Montague.
A fine of $2o and costs was as-
sessed against Mathew Scott on the
charge of gambling. while Oscar












DEPUTY WADE BROWN RE-
TURNED FROM PRINCE-
LAST NIGHT.
Mount's Lawyers Have Yet Done
Nothing Towards Asking For
New Thal.
m s .tfro -..t-bo w,kof fwyp wyp
Contractor George Katterjohn was
yesterday awarded the contract to
construct the one story brick addition
to be placed on the rear of 112 South
Second street, which property is own-
ed by Joe Friedman and Mkx B.
Nahm. The addition will cost About
$2,000, and when the building is done
Mr. Louis Levy, proprietor of the
Model clothing store, will move into
NOTHING .DOING.
Yesterday Was Friday and 13th of
the Month.
Yesterday was Friday and the
tath of the month also, but nothing
unusual happened, flinch to the dis-
satisfaction of the skeptical who
lay everything unfortunate either on
Friday, or the 13th, hence when
both come together they get discon-
solate if something great does not




Brown returned last evening from
Marion, Princeton and other points
where he has been the past few
days serving different papers on
parties summoned to appear for
various reasons before the spring
term of United States court which
meets here next Tuesday for a three
clays session. •
Mount's New TriaL
The lawyers for Willis Mount,
have not made any decision yet re-
garding the application for a new
trial they are contemplating asking
the court for. Mount was &Area
his seventeen years last week, ani
the attorneys have the rgiht to make,
a motion for a new trial aaytimo
before court adjourns, which is tho
Serve Remainder of Tine.
'Will Childress, colored, was ar-
restpd yesterday and locked tip in
the county jail to serve out 57 days.
remaining of his sentence for cut-
iting another in sudden heat .and





SELL 'PROPERTY  LADS NEREAL
OF CHILDREN SENT BACI( HOME
MRS. SHERRELL WANTS TO
REii.121VE)Str MONEY FOR
LITTLE ONES.
Kr= 04,,,f4".. ,  .
Jesse Wicks Sued the City of Padu-
cah for $r,00s Damages, On
Account of Cesspool.
Yesterday in the circuit court
Hattie Sherrell, for Bibian an
Harold. Rives, filed a friendly s
against Bibian and Harold Riles,
wherein plaintiff asks that the court
order sold some property belo ging
to the children, so the money an be
re-invested for their benefit The
little ones are the children of Mrs.
Sherrell, who has marri again.
These children were by t late Pet



















She claims he is a
been guilty of im-
besides the divorce
ration to her maiden
iyrtle McCOrmick.
Eyesight Injured.
m Powley filed snit for $10,-
amages against the Paducah
rage company. Powley was
loyed at this plant and October
19°5 a piece of wood flew from
oe head jointing ,mactiine at which
e was working, and struck his eye.
By this the sight was badly injured.
He claims it was negligence of the
cooperage people in not keeping the
machine in good condition, that
caused the accident_
Sued the City.
Jessie Wicks filed suit against the
city of Paducah for $1,000 damages
on the ground that her property,
and health of family, were injured
by the cesspool that has existed for
a long time in the hollo:v standing
in center of the block surrounded
by Thir4 Harrison. Fourth, and
Madison (itçeets. The hollow runs
from Thi to Fourth, between
Madison and Harrison, and former-
ly was drened of water through the
sewer pipe leading underneath Third
tewards the river. The sewer pipe
got filled over with dirt and stopped
up. This leaves the hollow filled
with a stagnated pool • of water the
year round. Jessie Wicks owns
property that backs up to the pool,
and she claims the unhealthy ces-
pool has hurt her property, and
health of her family, therefore sties
the city for damages.
Street Car Company Sued,
J. P.- Thornton sped the Paducah
Traction company for $250. Thorn-
ton was driving down South Sixth
street December 28th, loos, when
one of the cars struck his rig, broke
same, threw him out., and caused
painful injuries.
Property Controversy.
W. F. Grief filed suit against
Maggie Seibert .and others to settle
a controversy regarding some prop-
erty cover which they are contend-
ing.
Sued on Note.
William Katterjohn and John
Rock, administrators of George
4Reek-,- Sleet- -sun- against -17-1/177
Puckett for $12o claimed due on
three notes Puckett executed to the
late George Rock during life of the
latter, and which notes have never
yet been paid, although given for
four months time. The notes were
executed May 13th, 1904, and the
plaintiffs ask that property on the
south side of Adams near Seventh
street be sold and money taken to
pay off the notes.
Sued on Sz.000 Note.
The Cope County State Bank
ifiled suit against DeWitt C. Roberts,
John Leopold and Joseph Harth for.
$1,000 claimed due on a note defend-
ants executed to plaintiff February
27th, too, agreeing to take up the
paper in three months.
After Forty Years.
The other day at Fulton, 'Ky., C.
Rutler and Deputy Slretiff Chas.
Thomas, of Obion county, Tenn.
came face to. face on the streets of
Fulton and recognized each other
after being separated for forty years.
These men wore confederate gray
and stood side by side in many of the
bloodiest battles.
But few people would know your





Their F ther Says They Ran Away
Home, Instead of Him
Shipping Them.
Yesterday morning it developed
that the little Dooms boys of near
Kuttawa had yarned when i t
claimed 4? the police here that th
father virivally ran them away from
home by telling them if they wanted
to skip-out they could do so, and he
would not object. It was learned
by a long distance message over the
telephone yesterday morning from
Kuttawa that the boys all ran away
from, home.
Marshall McCullom of Kuttawa
telephoned Captain Frank Harlan of
the force here to pick up the boys
and send them back home. Mr. Har-
lan replied that the boys said their
father ran them away from home.
Marshal McCullom said that was
wrong, as Mr. Dooms came into
Kuttawa yesterday morning looking
for the lads, and was standing be-
side McCullom while he was tele-
phoning here.
The boys were all bundled up on
the train yesterday morning and re-
turned home, their father re-imburs-
ing this cqy for the railroad fare
paid out for them.
The lads had been given lodging
at the city hall Thursday night and
were right there when the telephone
message came yesterday morning,







McCracken Circuit court; Katie
Walbert, ete., Plffs., agt. Equity,
versus Robert E. Walbert, etc-,
Dc Its
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master
commissioner of this court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of James T. Walbert, de-
ceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file
the same, before said commissioner,
on or before the 16th day of May,
1906, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or commissioner,
unadministered, and all persons are
hereby enjoined and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be pub-
lished in the Paducah Daily Regis-
ter as required by law.
A copy attest:—
J. A. Miller, Clerk,
By W. C. Kidd, D. C.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit court, E. 0.
Thomas, administrator, etc., Plff.,
agt. Equity, vs. Anthony Payne,
etc., defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master com-
missioner, of this court to take
ptoof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of Jinnie Payne, deceased,
and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly verify and file the same,
before said commissioner, on or be-
fore the 5th day of May, 1906 or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
4%.-4he hands of the-
unadministered; and all persons are
hereby enjoinel and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except • through this suit.
Ordered that this order be published
in The Paducah Daily Register as
required by law:
This April 9th, 1906.
A cop attest:
J. A. MILLER, clerk
By R. B. Hey, D. C.
WRTTIL US TRULY
and frankly, In 'strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
TRII ADVICZ, In plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on "Home Treatment for Wawa."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattaaooga, Tom.
Gee
Woman, If Your Trouble
Is the same as that from which Ruby Farley, of Middletown, Calif., suf-
fered, the story of her cure will cheer you. She writes: "I suffered for
one year from interruption of my periods. I took several medicines, and
went to a doctor, but nothing helped me, until I took Cardui, which relieved
me, and now I feel well and strong. I am very grateful for the good that
OF CARDOIr
has done for me, and shall always praise it."
it is a specific remedy for diseases of women, l./E
due to functional derangements, and by its
gentle, curative action gives you strength where you most need it. Car-
dui relieves or cures periodical headache, backache, falling feelings, etc.
ofr
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
AGE OF ENGLISH BEAUTY.
lath Igen and Women of the Uppill
Classes Are Growing Setter
Looking.
The golden age of Owlish beauty is
add to have arrived.
Physlognomiets, physical culture ex-
perts and the beauty specialists who
aggregate is Bond street see an ex
Iseierdinary change for the better in
the national looks. Day by day they
say the people are growing more beau-
tiful.
"Beth men and wemen of the upper
classes." meld one of the leading beauty
specialists in London, "are improving
in feature, in contouring and In phy-
sique. Nowhere in the world can you
see such handsome men and women
as are to be met any morning In Pica
ally or Hyde Park.
"Women are attaching an increasing
Importance to the necessity of preserv
tug and perfecting their looks.
"Powder and paint are out of date.
Massage. electricity and muscular ma
nipulation have taken their place
Complexions have improved because 01
the rage for freeh air, and the carriage
bees been I mmensely benefited by
physical culture.
"Men are quite as eager as womee
to cultivate good looks I have on my
berets an ex-cabinet minister wile
sought my advice concerning -a little
bald spot on the head
"Not only is the modern man and
woman better looking, but there is
determinatioa to retain good looks au
long as possible. A few days ago I re
'moved a few superfuious hairs from
Lb. face of an old lady of 78"
THE PACKER OF WORCS.
Nan Who Wakes a Specialty of Re-
clueing Long Messages to the
Fewest Words.
"Raster Offerings."
C. L. Brunson & Co., offer for
'Easter" a superb collection of
blooming plants including "AZA-
LEA," "HYDRANGEAS,"
LIES," "SPIREAS," HIPA-
C I NTH'S," "NARCISSUS, and
RAMBLERS." Quality our motto.
We offer in cut flowers "BEAUT-
IES," "L'I Lid ES," "RlOISIES,"
" CA RNIAMONS," 'VALI!! ESc"
"NARCISSUS" and "HYA-
CINTHS." See our display "Fri-
day" at our store, 423 Broadway.
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.
A Ssch000 Court House.
From Murray comes the news that
the proposition to build a fifty thous-
nd dollar court house to take the
lace of the one recently destroyed
ill he submitted to the voters of
c%tlloway county next November.
Professional packers of furniture
and household effects are cvmmot
enough nowadays, but the profesziona•
parker of words is a man who has de.
veloped a new trade
It frequently hapnene that ik firm not
aecnstomed to uslmt the cable finds it
oecessary to send a long Message to
some agent or customer. Were thei
in the habit of using the cable (re
queerly they would asve some form at
private code or one of the codes sold
commercially. Not being provided
with that sort of thing, their only hop,
of saving on the heavy tolls is to ta-e
the message to a word packer.
The packer familiarizes himself
with the contents of the message and
proceeds to reduce it to the (ewes,
possible number of words. Sometinir
be Is a former newspaper correspon,i
ant, accustomed io skeletonIzIng tis
dispatches; again he may merely have
tin aptitude for clipping out unneces-
sary words. In any event he is usually
ohla-te- effeet-a-deelded--redepetiert-let
long message, and where the cable-
gram Is intended for transmission to
some distant point where a dollar or
more a word is charged, his ten per
cent. fee is no small sum. Even after
the clerks have tried their 'prenUce
hand* at the message before *ending
It to the packer he is able to cut if
dolvri by a third.
fric.111-.A8iNc EXPORT TRADE
'pedal American Bureau Botabllehed
'by American Representa-
tive at Prato*.
Under the above heading to seen
this in Der Einkaufer, of Berlin:
"The American consul at Prague,
Urbaln J. Ledoux, has, on the pattern
of a cbamber of commerce, established
a special bureau called the commercial
Intelligence department of the Prague
consulate, affording every opportunity
for the registration and examination
of eatalogues of all Made, and so
classified that importers and exporters
can be posted immediately upon the
Possibility of their doing bluffness.
"The catalogues, prices current, dis-
count sheets. etc., must naturally be so
arranged that anybody seeking infor-
mation can find it at once. Catalogue*
without prices or discount lists would
be useless: moreover, the weights and
measutes should be reduced to th
standardri adgotel in the cone•-•
mew aesunstion. Lists of references
should alio be added.
The catalogues and other printed
matter are clamed according to the
different branches, so that the visitor
may eerily find what he wants. In or-
der that the filing can be done effectu-
ally, it is necessary that parties send-
ing minted matter should at the same
time advise our consuls regarding the
various specialties they handle, so as
to save tedious searching and to facil-
itate registration."
German Temperance Worker.
In Germany there was recently cele-
brated the seventieth birthday of Ot-
Mlle Hoffman, who has been for more
than 20 years one of the foremost
workers for the cause of ern/trance
In that country. She has instru
mental in establishing coffee houses
In place of saloons and making them
attractive se pieces of resort, and al4o
In introducing into the public schools
• certain amount of instruction about
the injurious effect of alcohol upon the
human system.
Century of (Kant Strides.
Not a steamer on the ocean, not •
railway on land, not a telegraph across
the continent, not • cable beneath the
sem had mother earth In 1806. One
hundred years later she owns over 18,-
000 steam vessels, 600,000 miles of rail-
road, over 1,000,000 miles of telegraph,
and more than 200,000 miles of ocean
cable. The world's laternational com-
merce, which a single century ago was
lose than $200,000,000, now near $3,000,-
4)00.006.
The Nappy Minister.
She—Whom did you congratulate
first, the bride or the groom?
He—Neither; I congratulated the
minister.
"Why the minister?"
"Oh, be got the money, you 'know."
—Yonkers Statesman.
Could Stand It.
Proud Parent-1f you call in the
evening you will probably hear my
daughter singing
Friend—Oh. I shan't mind that You
ought to hear the fellow down our way
pracUeIng on the cornet. It Is simply
awfut—Tit-Blta.
She Had.
• fallow she thought a lot of
Asked her If she'd e'er been In 1st
She replied: "What a fel
Ism! I never will tell!"
Then she giggled and gave him a shot.
--Houston Post.
• _
ITWOULD BE FOLLY TO BE Will
,
&emit to me absurdly bumpy.
Gael keep this road in better oast
The Meteriet—Funity thing the,
There's the Rub. - •
Jenks—What's the matter, old meal
"oaks—Why, the fault is my daugh
ter can't Oka.
Jenks—Lucky beggar! I wish mint
eouldn't.
Jonks—Abi bat she thinks eb6 tan
Stung.
"Adam," he sail, "gee .a luck)
man."
"Yes," she replied. "He had tic
Mows to come around end persuade
bin to ge os their bonds."--Chicagc
l000rd-Herald.
The Persuasive Lover.
The filater—I have biome engaged tt
!red.
The Brother—Whatever Induced yos
Our H same Springfibrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
1111111.1111141011 111111111111111111MIMINIM
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER 15 180TH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WE •
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,







LAWN TENNIS GOODeLot de
WE ARE OFFERING SOME EXTRA BIG VALUES IN
BASE BALLS, MITTS, MASKS, BATS. ETC.
NEWEST PATTERNS OF LAWN TENNIS RACKETS.
SPECIAL VALUES IN TENNIS BALLS.
OUR POLICY IS TO CUT THE PRICE WHEN POSSIBLE.
Harbour's Book Department.
We will pay $1.00 for one of the following cash sales tickets, Nos.




....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
• 41is a "Leader" ior the dealer.
iellianseeneselmeess=-
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.






Steam and Ilet Water Heating.










Trying South Paws. itd- Wolt out this afternoon. The
. Manager Kolb of Vincennes is try-; bunch will make quite an array, and
mg out two left-handers, Wallace and no doubt many fans will journey to1
Stauter, and he is likely to turn one the park to see the stunts. Allen, a
of them loose. If perchance the can, pitcher from Havana, is the only man
should fall to Wallace's lot, it wctuld who has not reported. There was
not be a bad idea for Manager Ber-, some misunderstanding about his
ryhill to give him a trial with the 1 ticket, but he probably will be here
•Canaries. Wallace is young and un- this evening.—Jacksonville Courier.
-doubtedly has the making of a slab
artist of high degree if he_gats under Boston A Louisville 2.
- tt'%; -.;; ;;e—iiid direct-1 5n- -i-it--a- ca2iVe - j'ac!: '?Cr! • :., !:$ ,.: ' ti:r: 1.)
-coach. If the Journal Gazette is not
misinformed, Wkllace was the star
man with the Sikeston, MO., team last
aeason, the team that trimmed Cairo
last Sunday.—Mattoon Journal-Ga-
zette.
Great Pugilistic Tournament Plann-
ed for Juke the Fourth.
San Francisco, Cal., April it.—Ar-
rangements are making for the great-
est pugilistic tournament ;is years, to
be held in Frisco, July Ai, Purses 0(
more than $100,000 will baaoffesed ;r
the plans do not miscarry. The pro-
ject depends on whether or uot
boxing trust fails to adjuet its differs
ences, both factions being determined
to pull off a series of championship
events. Eddie Granty says:
"I can't speak for the trust, but I
can myself. I simply will go ahead
and make my matches for the Fourth
pt Jay. I can get Gans and Nelson,
and I don't think any other club can
match them."
,Soffroth was not excited when ap-
prised of Graney's intention. He ob-
-served:
"What is to prevent other cham-
pionship fights being pulled off in
San Francisco on the same day? I
don't know of anything to stop me.
If Graney can frame up a match I
think I can rig one fully as attrac-
tive. What do yells think of Sam
Ecrger ,and Jack O'Briest for a day-
light fight on the Fourth? They are
heavy-weights and would fiat for
the charnpionsbip of the world. That
match would overshadow Nelson and
Gans."
Coffroth also cdfiers to raise Tom
O'Rourfe's hid for Jeffries. He said
today:
"I aim willing teloffer for the big
fellow Staaamo to fight Hart, Burns,
i•auffman. Fitzsimmons, O'Brien and
Ruhlin. If these fights ever should
take place, the only arena in 'which
to holy them is at a$Ittta."
WOULD PLAY
NEW YORK TEAKS_
Chicago Baseball Men Have a Great
•
Scheme for Big Games.
It is probable there will be a series
of baseball games at the end of the
-coming season between the four lead-
ing semiprofessional teams of Chi-
cago and the same number frann I
Greater New York. John G. Hem-
mer, a prominent bowling and base-1
hall man of Chicago, is one of the
promoters of the movement and it is!
his opinion that the playing of these
games would be a great thing for the
sport in both cities.
"It is claimed by some of the east-
ern papers that the article of ball
put up by the New York semiprofes-
sional teams surpasses that. of the
Chicago ggregation," said Hemmgr
yesterday afternoon. "Our plan is to STRAY - RANGER'S , FORCE OP
arrange for a series of games at the HABIT.
end of the season between four of
the leading clubs of New York and
Chicago. In this way it can be. de-
termined which cities play the best
baseball.
"Each section could spend four or,
five days in the other's °city, thus
making it a home-and-home series.
The teams could play each other twice!
and the combined percentages decid-'
thr championship. The four leading
teams in Chicago cauld be deter-
mined upon by Sept. I easily."
pectcd tomorrow. Manager Berry-
Mattoon Players Arriving.
Catcher Schissell will arrive from
yesterday at Eclipse park, when he
held Collins' former world's cham-
pions to six hits and a 3 to 2 score.
The little left- hander dished out a
variety of beans which was not very
satisfactory to the Boston tribe, but
they managed, with the aid of Sub-
stitute Batter Rising,to get away with
enough of his offerings to squeeze in
a victory.
Norwood Gibson was on the
mound for the first fihve innings, after
which 'Harris, the Fall River recruit,
allot them over. In the sixth inning
the Colonels became familiar with
Harris' curves, successive singles by
Sullivan, Brashear, Quinlan and Ston-
er driving home two markers.
Billy Hallman showed his speed,
making a neat running catch, besides
stealing second on his only attempt.
Danny Kerwin got his usual .tivo
safeties, and held everything that
came his way in right.—Louisville
Times.
Today's Game.
The game today between the
Washingtons of St. Louis, and Man-
ager Lloyd's Seam will be well worth
seeing. The April shower of yester-
day put the grounds in first cliss
condition. A good crowd ought to
be on hand to encourage the team
and its backers.
Lloyds Indians vs. St. Lou*
All Paducah fans and all Paducah
la..ies who feel an, interest in the
great American gm/he will be paid
for their visit to Wallace park this
afternoon. name to be called At
3:30 p. m. The Washington's qf St.
Louis are expected in on the 8:45
train this morning.
accomplIiKeeL
Tess—Oh, yes, she was a2arrted on
the thirteenth.
Jess—On the thirteenth? Gracioust
lit that unlucky?




"Thie book of yours Is full of rank
nonsense,"s aid the publisher.
In that case," answered the author,
"I shall have to ask for a larger roy•
atty. It's success Is assured."-Wash-
Ington Star.
Just Too Sweet
Miss Elder-Yee, Jack asked me to
be his partner for life, and I accepted
Miss Younger-Mow lovely! And
you will be the senior partner, won't
you, dear?-Cleveland Leader.
Nary's Frankfurters.
Mary had sores little "dogs,"
She put 'eft in to stew;
The> never growled a single bit.
Until she'd eaten two.
—Yonkers St ateettan.
Tndianapolit 12:35 today --ar—i-rwi
quarter at the park.. Diehl, Vance,
Cooper and Pickering are also ex-1
4 hill' has shown his confidence in the,
ee ability and experience of "Happy I
Jack" Wilkinson by selecting him to
coach and drill the men during his;
:absence. The work today will be I
continued at tilhan tpark, which is i
now in better condition than early in
the week.—Mhttoon Star.
When College Days are Over.
Manager .Kolb very much regrets
the fact that Mictiellan, who has
•••=nimmim•••
Jones (*trivia/I—late, after a busy
day, and addressing his. wife)—Madam,





Boeker—Yes: he carries his own cop
signed a Vincennes contract and who to arrest him and his own judge to try
has reported for duty,. will not be 1,11.1323.—N• Sun.
able to be with the team until the; 
Wasted.last of June McClellan is attending' Patienee—Priseilla says there's noth-college, and will leave today to re Ting wasted in her house.sume his studies. He will join the i Patrice—She's wrong. I saw her kiss-team as soon as his college doges for fag her pet dog.—Yonkers Statesman.the season. He is considered a fast
man by Mbnager Kolb.—Vincennes
Commercial.
Ready for Practice.
Coombs, a pitcher, and Mahron, an
.. infielder arrived in the city last night
to join the local baseball squad.Brady
outfielder, Fox„ Large, Connaughton
and Lindley, pitchers, and Neal, in-
fielder, are all here, and wiR go Slit
auto every
Worse Than an Ordinary Break.
"Can you lend me five, old man?"
"Broke again?"
"Yes, I guess It is a compound
fracture this time."—Town Topics.
- 
How It Goes.
Etlgar--In winter the Ice man has
my sympathy.




Vow a Sat a
W. will s. ii IL 'Oria
WONT LET
Pair for My U OUT THE AIR
(CASH WITH ONOCR 04.60
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years expeatence m tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. Mottos the thick rubber treed"A" and punsture strips “13-Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can sad .410," also rim strip "ft"
be vulcanised like any other the. to prevent rim cutting. This
Two aniarsil-Theusas4 pairs new hi missal me. Over Um will outlast an othermake-801T, Z IC sadIsmalpbs Menem/ pairs sold Iasi year. RAJIV =DENG.
s Made in all dies. It is lively and easy riding very durable and lined inside
with I.1 quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and winch closes up amen punctureswithout allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers statingthat their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more thanas ordleary the, the puncture resisting _qualities being given by several layers of thin, speciallyprepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when tiding on asphalt
Cr soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from beingsqueesed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of thesetires hi *so per pair, but for ocivertising purposes we are malting • medal factory price to the riderof only Stec per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. Wt ship CO.D. on approvaL
To do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented. .We will affow • ewes discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the Prioe1114-511 per p$10 V you sendFULL CASH WITH *moor. and enclose this advertiaement. We will also seed one nickelplated brass hand pump and :ro Sampson metal puncture clown on (paid orders theft metalpuncture closers to be used In case of intentional knife cuts or heavy . Tires to Ire reennedat OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on exam
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. lift year Pastaseter,Banker, .11Wpren or Preight Agent or the Editor of this paper about es. yes w user a pair olthese tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, hilt boater and lookSeer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you winker" well pleasedthat *ken you want a bicycle You will give us your order. We want you to send es • small trialorder Stases seoce this remarkable girenuoffer.
00A1111111111.BRAKEZir, ev4i:14 is sas.the bic-nle line ari"eit aiodPrtsy es at harrit:ii:a41prices ekerged by dealers and repair men Write fee oer big SUNDRY catioecos
-00 w 
or 
but write us • postal today. DO NOT Taunt OF BUYING •
bicycle or • pair tires from anyone until you know the new and
Wonderful offers.we are making. It only posts a postai to learn everything. Write it NOW.
11E1111 CYCLE 001IPAIIY, Ilept.•"J L" C ICAO°, ILL




PRIVATE AMBULANCE 1 06 Ws:leis-Ready for his 
-
for Sick and Injured Only. ' i a'AL.11 114 ' •
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
NEW PHONE 334. 
OLD PHONE 699.





Superior Facilities for Office
Handllng Freight,- Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household:Goods. eoth 'Phones is
P.D. Fitzpatrtck, Supt
kilo WashingOishos
. The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and that they pro-
duce. Unless, of coarse, you own a
Hot) Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phases soz. is. South F mirth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
- GENT. IS ILL our IT WILL COST
IllelftbowlsgLeSe moat„ azHcc.anmcilitaleN AI atBELOW any other manufacturir or dealer in the world. 4
Ariti 
Of on rev hin if d r terms. until you have received our complete Free Cata-logues illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grade
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE from anY--•at as,' jrue.
ingloos end wonderhal new offers made possible by selling from factory
; direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.lifff &lop ju,wmptrat. without a cerd deposit, Pay the Freight and
01 4 allow 10 Diva free Trial and make other liberal terms which no othvr
fti? ” to make eitMeyarsain tati rlytifting men who apply at once.
able information by simply writing us • postal.
!muse in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-
We need a 
Tif 
in every town End can offer an opportunity
11 $8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ONLY$A. 8 0.80 PIUS
GREAT SALE
1
Wheels are $411 in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to seethese fine models. \We can save you money and offer them with the con-viction that they are the best Bicycl es that Brain, Skill and capital canproduce. , 
'We sell on easy parents. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,etc., at right prices. 
•"Old wheels taken ili • exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."\





WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU. OD MOO
l;aaae per roll.
easuaasaestaamanumassals
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
s
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
. Paper usually sold at toe we will
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
'Fo'r the next few days Wallpa-




126 and 128 North Fifth S eet, Next to Kentucky Theatre.








PADUCAH REAL. EST ' 'WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM. AS
11014THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. Tamar.'
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
YID - q W. WMITTEMORAL. Psucluvrift. ake
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, Residence Phone 726
All Kinds Monuments and General Cernetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 'foci TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
INSURE WITH'—am'IC=-








BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS






PUB ISH\ED BY THE
REGISTER 'IEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated) •
Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM. President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffifte of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
only in connection with public
but in connection with the high
of commercial life.
"When SecreariTaft went t
and called upon the civic co
of. that people to make no
mise with the forces of uni
ness, _wan-the secretary
The time to rebuke that ,course was
when Secretary Taft sp e. He spoke
pfor all the force's tha make1 for the
redemption of moder life from the
tremendous power o materialism: In91 response to his app al the citizens of
Cincinuati s.)verthreess the political ()B-
ears has been rob-
iry and debauching
ants.
ecretary Taft was hys-
One Year $540 ubt, the independent
Six Months  2.50 ncinnati were hysterical,
Three gonths  1.25 4ried their hysteria to the
One Week   no
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
• Saturday Morning April i4, 1906.
Routing the Grafters and Bo




In order to ' have corr
there must be corrupt men. Corrupt
men have no regard fof honesty, de-
cency or fairness; Thly are ready to
rob a member of their own party of
an office, nor do they stpp in their
efforts to rob the people until the
penitentiary stares them in the face.
They themselves, are for sale to the
highest bidder .and try to sell every
















e the democratic party
such cattle are democrats
the republicans are in
ey are republicans. They
hing in politics tha will en-
em to get their hands n the
and the taxprer's roney.
y howl for party regularity and
c rse and denounce all newspapers
nd men who have the manhood .to
speak truthfully and plainly about
them. Such a gang are grafters,
boodlers and get office through cor-
rupt methods, and all honest men
should unite and defeat every mothers
son of- them every time they sticki.
up their heads for an office. If the
democratic party wants me support
of honest men and honest newspa-
pers, that party must see to it that
no grafters, boodlers, notorious
drunkards or immoral men are put
on the ticket. Honest men think
more of their self respect than they
do of party loyalty. The young men
who are growing into voters are very
apt to turn to the party that offers
the cleanest men. There may be
something in the issues between the
parties, outside of local elections, but
when a party foists men of question-
able character on the ticket, it may
expect to 'see the rank and file vote,
IP for men rather than measures. For
no master how pure and good a
measure may be, corrupt men are
the ones with whom to entrust
duty of carrying them out.
Governor Folk as a democrat
not
the
pudiated a democratic ticket that was
weighted down with boodlers and
grafters, and President Roosevelt
and Secretary Taft as republicans
urged the defeat of republican thieves
and boodlers in Pennsylvania and
Ohio. In commenting on the elentin-
elation of the machine and corrupt
politiciaas of the independence of the
voters the Louisville Evening Post
most truthfully says:
"Wk note various expressions in
the senate and outside the senate,
rhtfly 009411 irgm work si.thio.G.ta--#4








point of breaking down party bar-
riers, desitroying the defense of the
nlitieal bosal today they are come
pellin the beneficiaries of systematic
crime to disgorge.
"T c story of reform in Cincintiati
le story of reform in Philadel-
, in Milwaukee. We believe that
is a storje highly creditable to the
telligence and to the moral charac-
ter and to the self control of the
American people. We see in it the
very best assurance of the perpetuity
of American institutions.
"It is not true that these reformers,
practical or impractical, sober, sensi-
ble leaders or hysterical agitators,
have impugned the character of all
men in the public service. It is not
true that they have brought a blanket
indictment against all public officials.
On the contrary, a large part of the
inspiration of this m - vement comes
from men in office who have had the
courage to declare the actual facts in
the face of warnings from party asso-
ciates. Without President Roose-
velt's countenance, without the assis-
tance of the mayor of Philadelphia,
without the admirable career and con-
tinued labors of Gov. Folk, the work
of cleansing American political life,
done during the vast twelve months,










For a number of years The Regis-
ter has pointed out that the sentiment
in this city tor the enforcement of
the law has been growing, and that
it would be only a matter of time
before the reaction would set in.
These warnings were resented by cer-
tain people, but no 'doubt they now
admit that we were not mistaken.
A great change is slowly but surely
takfng place in Facineah, and unless
all people who are disposed to ignore
the law do not of their own volition
observe the law, they nvay expect to
see radical steps taken to compel
them to obey the laws. In this coun-
try no man can have the privilege
to violate laws and enjoy that privi-
lege 'very long. The majority of the
people stand for law and order, and
the majority rules. It sometimes
takes the people a good while to act
but when ,they do start in to reform
a city, they generallytiali a good job
of it.
Some of the Blackburn propheti of
last year, fresh from a crushing de-
feat, have opened up for business
once more at the old stand, and are
predicting that Senator McCreary
will sweep the state for re-election in
too& As the aforesaid prophets con-
tributed so largely to the defeat of
Blackburn, we begin to suspect that
the machine crowd are putting up the
prophets to talk for the other fellow.
If Senator IlleCreary really intends
to get into the race, his first step
should be . to repudiate the Black-
burn prophets. The Register is not
in politics, but it is in a position to
judge the public sentiment and as
between a certain element that is
flehting the machine, end the ma-
chine itself, the average democrat in
Kentucky is quite indifferent as to
which side wins.
The United States not to be out-
done by Italy in the way of a volcano
Lae-teroetted off Mount Rarrier-in the
state of Washington, which, atcord-the present movement for better stan- .
dards of public life i4 the result oi mg to reports has been belching
hysteria; that the American penale flames, smokerand cinders for three
have lost their bearings and that they days. 1 1
. !are in danger of doing grave Injustice ii....,,,,
to certain leaders, notably, we sup- SPEIGHT EXONERATE
pose, to men like Boss Cox, of Cin-
cinnati, and like Boss Durham, of By Postoffioe Investigation on
Philadelphia. Charge of St:flirty His
"The American people are slow to Influence.
wrath. They rarely do injustice to
the men who have been plundering
them; but history shows that the per-
functory expressions of approval for
the moral beatitudes do not deter
the men with their arms in the public
Washington, April 12.—The post-
office department has completely ex-
onerated J. C. Speight, of Mayfield,
who wta charged with selling his in-
fluence as one of the department's
treasury from scheme of centinued advisers in the appointments of post-
plunder. It takes something like a
cyclone in politics to sweep such men
from their entrenched positions.
"It becomes the American people,
therefore, at times to bs envy, or,
if the gentlemen who are acting as
the censor of the public conscience
prefer the phrase, to be hysterical.
Any community had better be hyster- One of the Tare and strange cur-
ical than "corrupt and contented." iositiea in the triple menageries of
It is difficult to understand the cool Cole Brothers United shows, .which
indifference of such critics, in the are scheduled to give an afternoon
light of the exhibitions of corruption and evening performance Friday
'made during the past few years, not April 27 in Paducah is a wild blsik
•
masters in his congressional district.
A most thorough investigation has
been conducted by the department,
and its finding is that Speigh's con-
duct With the department has been
in all instances in the highest degree
creditable.
Bactarian camel. Taller than aT
four-footed man-eating animal, tlre
beast is justly called the must Man-
tic humped marvel ever exhibited.
Agents for Cole Brothers made the
capture near the Lake of Lob Nor,
a section sometimes termed "the un-
finished regions onThe roof of the
old world.' As far back as the
subject can be traced, this is the
first wild camel ever brought to
this country and the only black one
ever seep anywhere in public. Made
captive last December it is just as
wild today as it was when at lib-
erty and experienced animal tamers
unhesitatingly voice the opinion that
no amount of kindness or harsh
treatment wit ever subdue it. It
is an exceptionally fine specimen, its
huge towering body being 'covered
with a heavy growth of long hair as
black as the feathers of the black-
est crow. Rs limb's large and
powerful and a mad elephant can
not cause more trouble and damage
than this giant when its temper is
aroused. It already has a record
as a disabler of men, having recent-
ly sent three of its keepers in one
day to the hospital in Birmingham,
Ala. Every precaution, however, 's
taken to guard visitors against harm
in Cole Brothers menageries, the
camel being kept alone in a secure
and strongly built enclosure around




MR. JESSE G. CURD NOW PRE-
PARING TO DO
THIS.
Has Just Returned From Bokoshe
Which Was Very Pleasing to
Him. As Was Spiro.
Postman Jesse G. Curd of the
postoffice here, is preparing to re-
sign his position and go to Bokoshe,
Indian Territory to locate. He ex-
pects to get away within the next
two or three weeks.
Mr. Curd has been out in that ter-
ritorial city for the past several
weeks loking over the field and finds
one of the most flourishing towns to
be discovered anywhere. fie is
greatly pleased with that place and
will shortly hand in his resignation,
and depart for Bokoshe to take up
his home.
While out there recently Mr. Curd
made arrangements to start up two
newspaper plants. one at Bokoshe
and the other at Spiro, which is
thriving town only a few miles from
the other place. He will himself
start that publication for Bokoshe,
while a stock company is now being
organized by the parties he has in-
tesrested for the Spiro paper. He
expects to receive word tomorrow
from his associates of the latter
place, informing him of what prog-
ress has been made since he came
back home the first of this week.
Word from the Spiro people de-
termines when he will leave here.
Both towns have sprung up rapid-
ly and are growing at a rapid pacc,
with a bright future before them.
Nfr. Curd believes it is a matter of
only a few years until they are
among the largest cities, of that
territory.
One of the substitute carriers in
the local postoffice will take his
position.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit Court, F. G.
Rudolph, administrator of Ida Ethel
Hessig. deceased, plaintiff, vs. petit-
ion in equity, H. T. Hessig, etc., de-
fendant.
Ordered that this action be referr-
eel to Cecil Reed, m s cr commission-
er of this court to take proof of as-
sets and liabilities of the estate of
Ida. Ethel Hessig, deceased, and all
persons having claims against said
estate are required 4o properly vivify
and file same, before said commis-
sioner; on or before the 5th day of
May. 1936, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the, assets in the hands of the
administrator, unadministered; and
all persons are hereby enjoined and
restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate except
through this suit. Ordered that this
order be published in The 'Paducah
Daily Register as required by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the 12th day of April,
1906. Mr. Heory Nunn, the school cen-
' J. A. MILLER, Clerk, sus enumerator for the Third and
By R. B. ITAY, D. C. Fourth Wards, has completed the
Third add is now up to Tennessee
The Nude in Art Distasteful street in the Fourth. In the Third
Judging from the vulgar pictures he got twenty names more than
displayed on 'bill boards around town turned in blast year, and expects to
we had a good show, at the ppe.ra make a stip larger increase in the
house last week, acocrding to some Fourth. Altogether\ thus far he has
people. We think these vulgar pk- procured about 1,00 names.
tures. should be prohibited bye law The balance of the enumerators are
from being posted and exposed to. working aldng rapidly and all ex.
public view.—Fulton Commercial. sleet to be done the last of next -week_
ille-GUEST
JOHN VERNON LOCKED UP
BY THE POLICE LAST
NIGHT.
Matthew Scott, Colored, Now Has
the Charge of Robbery Staring
Him in the Face.
•
•
John Vernon, of Cincinnati cams
to the city yesterday, and registered
-at the New Richmond hotel. While
in -the dining room last, evening at
supper, he became displeased at
something, and leaving the table
went downstairs to the office to sec
Proprietor Bud Dale. Vernon was
intoxicated and during a heated con-
versation called -Mr. Dale a vile
name. At chi* the, latter smacke I
Vernon who rushed out of the office,
and in departing smashed one of the
large glasses in the door with his
walking cane. Officers Johnson an I.
Rogers got after Vernon and he was
caught a short distance away and
arrested. Being unable to give bond
Vernon was locked up.
Hornelsas Boy and Girl.
George Bolton and Minnie Davis,
two. small colored children, were ar-
re-ted yesterday by officers and
placed in the lockup to be looked
after. They are about twelve years
of age and do not seem to have any
honle, just rambling around and
stopping at first one place and then
another. The authorities will see
what can be done for them. They
were found down about Twelfth and
Trimble streets by former detective
T. J. Moore, who notified Captain
Harlan and the . patrol wagon Wai
sent for them.
Breath of the Peace.
Kittie Thomas, colored, was ar-
rested on the charge of breach of
the peace, by Officers Hurley anti
Singery. It ;s claimed she hail
trouble with her next duo? neigh-
bor, a negress named O'Neal out on
South Tent street.
Robbery Charged.
Matthew Scott, colored, *as
locked up Thursday night on the
chine of engaging in a game of
craps. Now yesterday another war-
rant was issued against him, this
one Aare." Scott with robbing
Alonzo Pollard, colored, of a watch.
The ccosteotion is that the two Were
in tbegasse, Scott went broke and
pawned his ;35 watch to Pollard,
who says that after they left the
game Scott held him tip and made
hint give back the timepiece
“Brunson's Rebuilding Sale."
• As we are to rebuild our place
this summer to make it one of the
best in the state we will make a
building sale of plants commencing
Monday, April 16th, at prices that
will move the stockq quickly. We
offer roses at 3c. helitrope at 2C,
coleus at 2c, nasturtium at 2c. Make
your selections early.
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.
•-•
SMALL LOSS.
The Fire in Jennings' Office was
Caused by Combustion.
Yesterday morning a brief mention
only was made in these col's:Tula
about the fire which visited the office
of Messrs. Charles E. Jennings and
William B Walters at the Fraternity
Building, adjoining The Register of-
fice. Brevity of the notice was oc-
casion.id by the late hour, presstime.
It develops that a rag saturattd
with alcohol and other liquids, caused
spontaneous combustion and set fire
to the office. 'The comiposition had
been used to clean some furniture,
and rag placed away in a pigeon hole
in a desk the day before. The loss
o he office furniture  was ah
while the plate glass in the front win-
dow was broken, and walls badly
damaged to the extent of $250, mak-
ing the total loss of about $3oo fully
covered with insurance. Sergeant
Noyes of the Wined States recruiting
office here was passing and discover-
ing the fire, rushed in and gat the
priVate fire hose.in the -building hall.
Smashing the office glass door, he
turned in the stream and had eau'
th blaze by time the department ar-
rived.
THIRD WARD DONE.
Mr. Henry Nunn is Now in the
ORDINANCES
IN BOOK FORM
HON. E. H. PURYEAR EM-
PLOYED BY THE CITY TO
DO THE WORK.
There Will Be Issued New Book,
Containing All the Laws That
Are Pievalent.
lion. Edward H. Puryeir, the we'l
known_ attorney and former city
solicitor, was last evening -during
the meeting of the judiciary com-
mittee of the legislative boards., em-
ployed to get up a revision of the
city ordinances resolutions and all
laws. He will charge the municipal-
ity $750 for this work that will be
in his hands mail completed and the
books turned over to the officials.
The city passes so many ,new or-
dinances and revokes so many oYd
ones that every few years a new
book has to be gotten out. The last
issue in bookform of the laws of
this city, was issuect March, too.$ by
The Register, and it contained all
the laws then in force. Now many
of those old ordinances have
been revoked, and new ones adopt-
ed, therefore the boards want a new
book of ordinances issued, publish-
ing the bills tJsat are effective, airl
eliminating those repealed.
The judiciary sommittee entered
into an agreemPlit with Mr. Put-
year, and will report their action to
the full board meetings next . week
for confirmation, which will be
given. Attorney Puryear will then
enter upon the work of compiling
the laws that are in force, get them
in Ortsper shape, mid then have the
cancil and aldermen call for bids
from the printing houses. On the
book being isstfed Mr. Puryesr sees
that it is in compkted and correct
form, before it is accepted. his feg
is Up alone, while it cannot be
estimated what the entire work will
cost until-it is seen 'how much
printing ,neark is attached thereto.
Lawyer wyear is in a better
position than any other to revise
the laws and get out the book, as
he served for several years as city
solicitor, and this position made it
incumbent upon him to keep in
closer touch with the municipal or-
dinances thaa any other persons.,
therefore it is believed he can excel
any other with the undertaking that
is a most important One.
TAKES EIGHT HOURS
TO CHARGE THE JURY.
Savannah, Ga., April t3.--Judge
Emeri Speer at 12 o'clock last night
concluded his charge to the Green
and Gaynor jury .and the fate of the
contractors charged by the govern-
ment with frauds amounting to
more than $1.5oonoo now - rests with
the jurors, who for three months
have listened to evidence and. argu-
ments.
Again last night the court-rootn
was crowded with npectators, so
keen has been the interest in the
interest in the case. The charge of
Judge Specie was ot such length that
he required the closest attention
was paid by the ildience. There
has been much speculation as to
the time the jury will corisume in its
deliberations, but there is naught
upon which a prediction can be
based as to when the announcement
of its verdict will be made. The
court will be prepared to receive it




Copy for our next director, evill go
to press Monday April r6th. Notices
orzhangel' Of -4-6stroits must be re-
ceived before this date.
This directory will contain the
names and addresses of more than
3,000 subscribers. You are commer-
cially lost if your name is not listed.
Call 300, contract department.
EAST TENNESSEE TKLEPHONE
COMPANY.
Like other commodities, telephone
service should be paid according to
its value.
Fount Ward With Enumeration We have in the city about 2,800
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co., outside the city
and within the counts: we have .6.3
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the 
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to teach fifty
million people from your home. Call
300 for further information.











121S ' 40 St.
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands ;
The First American Life le-
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Room 111, Fraternity Bldg
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyer% St.
Telephone 377.
•TIME KIES
BE WISE AND GILT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES.
-ONES PUT IN ?HUM
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OP
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE WE CARRY A













Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five mils





















WHEN AND WHERE JUDGMENT
TO WORSHIP SUNDAY 1 CONFIRMED
Tomorrow morning at '9;3o o'clock
Sunday school services will' be held
at the East Baptist church in Me-
chanicsburg, Mr. J. D. O'Brien.sup,e-
rintendent. At it o'clock Rev.,S. H.
Allen will preach on "Happiness ot
the Righteous" while at the evening
hour his theme will be "Defense of
the Gospel."
Trimble Street Methodist.
"Missions" will be preached on to-
morrow morning by Rev. W. W.
Armstrong of the Trimble street
Mtthodist chunk while at the even-
ing hour there will be an Easter song
service.
Third Street Methodist.
Rev. Peter Fields of theo.,Ifiirit
street Methodist church will tennor.
row morning preach on "Christ, the'
Key of the Centuries" while at the
evening bola his theme will be•
"Choice Between I.ife and Death."
German Evangelical.—
Rev. William Bourquitat4.401 .the:
4 Evangelical church of Sodth Fifth:
street will tomorrow mi4.../aste
confirmation and co n•
vices at his church sjir aster
Psalm service. At the evenetog hour
h preaches on -10liettbryt4
Cierzaan Latlijge.,,
Communion will be h Id tomorrowAil
morning at the Gp, ' loill4ertin
- chwch on South Fourth s rerir,--while
•Re'. Men will , puffin On ,'He Is
-Risen" in the Elaidbff' tinkuligr. At,
night time' his Orme will be "Christ,
the Risen Lord, the Kind and Loving
Savior." . I.
First Eapdst.
Rev. Calvin Thompson of Denver,
,Col., arrived here yesterday and will
• 'tomorrow morning and evening
Vik.. Preach at the First Baptist church..1111k
4° He is stopping at The Palmer.
En Rants to Onford.
Rev. Geo. Gates-Di...Louisville, at
rived here yesterday motning
spent the day in the city with differ-
ent friends. Ile left last night for
Oxford, Miss., where he tomorrow
starts a 'peotratteid, raspesing.,0 He bad
charge of the rerival at the First


























''The Lillies of the Field" will be
preached on tomorrow morning by
Rev. WI E. Cave of the First Presby-
terian church, while his theme foe the






• Rev. Hill will preach this evenisg,
at the Second Baptist church, while
Rev. E. II. Cunningham will fill tha
pulpit tomorrow. This dawning Rev.
B. Farrar, ‘thit revivalist, left for
tuisville to be gone until next Mon-a3y when he comes back to -resume





Tomorrow morning at the Pitst
Christian churtE.Saladay school and
communion services will be conduct-
Grans Episcopal.
Rector David Wkight of Grace
Episcopal church fills his pulpit to-
morrow mottling and afternoon.
. .
Mission Churches.
Sunday school. services wal be, held
at 2:30 0. ClOCk lornorrow afternoon
at the Mechanicsburg Christian
church. At 3 o'clock similar worship
will be field at Vie North Twelfth
street Baptist Mission church. At
2:30 o'clock in the. afternoon Sunday
school is held at the West Tennessee
Street Methodist church while one





Rev. S. H. Eshman will occupy his
pulpit .at the regular hones. Sunday
school at 9:3o and the Christian En-
deavor society at 6:3o p. in,. At 630
a. m. the Easter "sunrise' prayer 'ser-
vice will e conthicted ty t c
tian Endeavor society.
Rev. Eshman will return ,today
• from Pulaski, Tenn., where he has
• been attending the bedside of 114
fathet.in-law, Mr. Reed, Who is bad
off. The latter was takteA to ,:Naels-,
• Terin., a 'ftsiV7laYS pe-
rated on at the hospital ther6 1*,




All officers, teacher's and pupils of
the Tenth weet Chrhnian church
Sunday school are urged to be pre- F.
cot at 9:30 o'clock sharp tomorrow
morning (Easter). It is important.
An enjoyable service is expected. All
are cordially invited to bring their
ft iends.
Tomorrow morning Rev. B. W.
Bass will preach on "Resurrection"
while at the night worship his subjar
is "The Way to Blessedness." Sun-
day he commences the protracted
meeting and until further notice ser-
vices will be hell only of night time.
Rev. Hudspeth NAB get here Monday
to assist in the work, he being the
evangelist for the Christian churches
of this state.
Riley & Cook's Greet Offer.
We will feir a short4ime make you
one dozen Platinum pictures mount-
ed in nice folder, for $5. This is the
best offer ever 'made by any studio in
this city. All other photos at re-
duced prices. Call at our studio and
see what we have to offer before





DEEDS FILED FOR RECORD
YESTERDAY WITH COUN-
TY CLERK.
Nothing Yet Heard From State
Board of Equaliation About Mc-
Cracken's Assessment.
Property lying on th North side
of Jones Between Eighth and Ninth
streets has been sold by Sis Bal-
lzace to Lee Bell for $3oo, and the
deed filed for record with the coun-
ty clerk yesterday.
W. B. Walters transferred to
Emma Bell for $250, property
FIghth and Caldwell streett
M. J. Cooper bought from Horace
Sowell for $425, property on Cald-
ell„ bet ween Eighth and Ninth
streets.
Master Comfnissioner Cecil Reed,
or Chesterfield Harrell and others,
execiped a new deed to C. Harrell,
to 'lad ip the county that Harrell
bought in in. he and other interested
parties making a divisio nof their
interests. The old indenture did not
correctly describe the rrty.
se
Nothing Yet Heard.
As yet Clerk Hiram Smedley
has not received any word from
Frankfort, Ky., stating what the
state board of equalization decide.]
to do about the total assessment for
McCracken county. The recapitula-
tion has been before the state, hoard
lor several weeks now:
on
CLOSE ON SUNDAY
Retail Liquor Dealers Offer Reward
for Convictions.
Believing that the Sunday liquor
laws of Paducali should be enforced
without partiality, the Retail Liquor
Dealer's Mutual Benefit Association
of Paducah offer the following:.
$ss.00 REWARD
For the arrest and conviction,
subsequent to the date of this reward, Among the industrious youngof any saloonkeeper, bartender, drug-
gist, drug clerk, any person connect-
men growing up in this county are
Sam,' aged I I, and Fred, aged 13,eel srith a quart liquor house, or any
cither person or persons having sons of Joe E. Killough, of Lowes.
I se -MI/IC to se swum's, vinous or malt burr
bacco containing 76o pounds to theliquors in the city of Paducah. The
above reward will be paid for the first city Wednesday and placed with the
font- conditions under said laws, of Association. The weed was very
any four distinct persons .or firms. .good and will bring them with an ales asempeeeiressessompose
Retail Liquor Dealer's Mutual average of over five cents a pound.
Benefit Association. --Mayfield Messenger.
by JOIN W. COURTS. I
Professor E. G. Payne of the city.
Dr. Hicks' office 609 Broadway. schools, is expected back today from,
'Phone 432. Residence 1617 Broad- Frankfort where he attended the
way. Phone /Wks (meeting of the state commission that
has charge of locating the state nor-





GWI'S $1,175 MRS. /W. C. SCOFIELD IS PRE-
FM THE N., C.
& ST L.
Lawyers Oliver & Oliver Have Lost
Only Three Cases Before Ap-
pellate Court-
Attorneys Oliyer & Oliver have
received word from the court of
appeals at Frankfort, Ky., inform-
ing them of their victory in the
damage suit of F. A. Higgins
against the N., C. & St. L. railroad.
Charley Wheeler is on the losing
side, he representing the road. The
victory lies in the fact that the ap-
pellate bench confirmed the action
of the Marshall county circuit court
where Higgins got $1,175 damages
against the road.
One day (Higgins seas driving
across the railroad track half a mile
out of Benton, when a N., C. & St.
L. train came bowling along, and
striking his outfit, smashed the
wagon, injured the horses and badly
hurt Higgins who was pitched out
and thrown quite a distance.
Higgins brought suit against the
road for $1,750 damages, and got
judgment at Benton foil $1,175.
The railroad carried the litigation to
the appellate bench and there again
lost, as Higgins won the second
time.
Lawyers Oliver & Oliver have a
record rarely if ever equalled by any
attorneys the country over, as re-
grads winning litigations. Out of
about eighty actions carried to the
court of appeals, which is the high-
est tribunal in the commonwealth,
Mr.,. George (Aver has .,never yet
lost a ca, while out of about sev-
enty-five he had go to that bench,
Attorney Mike Oliver has lost only
"Three during his entire legal career.
This is something seldom falling to
the lot of an attorney anywhere and
shows they oome pretty near know-
ing the law thoroughly in every in-




The Master Commissioner of Trigg
Shy S6.000—Judge Cook. of Mur•
ray, Says That 'Statement That He
Owes Kelley Is Untrue.
Illaytield, !Cy., April 12. —John
Kelley, former master commission-
el under Judge Thomas COok, ;s
short in his account something like
the sum of $6,000 in Trigg cunty.
His bond was made by a guaranty
company, which is demanding an
immediate aettlement. Kelley claims
that an unfortunate illness in his
family caused the $5.0oo expenditure,
so say his friends here, and his con-
seqtrentjaid on the public funds and
the money„of widows and orphans.
Kelley claim* he has money out
which he cannot collect.' Kelley is
now county attorney. Judge Cook
say that the report that he owed
Kelley money, which might be ap-





PARING TO GIVE BENE-
FIT RECITAL. .
She I. Pupil of Senor Marescalchi
Who Is Coming to Aid of His
Distressed Countrymen.
Sin% Mt. Vesuvius. has wrought
such ruin ard destruction over in
Italy at many places in this country
funds are being raised, to be sent
the unfortunate people residing
closeby the volcano, to relieve their
distressed condition to which they
were reduced by the ravages of the
famous mount.
Senor Marescalchi, the famous
Italian singer and instructor of Chi-
cago is having a number of benefit
entertainments given at the Windy
City and other points, and has writ-
ten Mrs. W. C. Scofield of here to
see if she could not give a similar
affair, the money derived to be sent
to Italy. Ms-s. Scofield studied for
several years under the famous
vocal instructor, and realizing the
noble use to which the money is to
be put, is now arranging for an en-
tertainment that will be given at
The Kentucky, if that playhouse can
e procured at the time desired
Senor Marescalchi has many
friends here in this city, who will
liberally patronize the event, that
will comprise the very best local
talent, both vocal and instrumental.
CITY TAX BILLS
CITY CLERK BAILEY AND AS-
SISTANT WORKING HARD
AT TASK.
ty Engineer Washington Has
Gotten Sewerage Inspector, and
Considering a Concrete Man.
Of Clerk Henry Bailey and his
Met Henry M. Enders, con-
e deity their work of making
I 71 •
t he bills against every property
owner of this city, showing how
much municipal taxes these owners
of lots and buildings owe Paduca'a.
There are eight thousand of the
account' to be made out and it will
take several weeks yet to complete
the task, when the bills are turned
over to City Auditor, Alexander
Kirkland to be checked over and
see if correct.
The last of next week there will
be published the delinquent list,
showing what city property owners
have not paid their taxes Tor 1905.
City Inspectors.
City Engineer Washington has
selected Mr. W. F. Chappell of
Nashville, as one of this city's in-
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Alongside his pure clebraiLL DRUG
low Spring Whisky he has a  
long needed and unobtainal"
Apple Brandy made from swe(R—
apples ind distilled at' a
beautiful mountains of Tennen,DANKS




beautiful chrystal water runsroadway.
I.
grove of Willow Spring, di,
still of Messrs Hennessee
Mirmiville, Tenn., distillearAilsw()/Y,Eitsac REM
Cecil. Ratil





ucah direct from the still to be retailei by
DUCAH,. KY
the rectified and compounded apple/ brandy 
.
the vilest whisky that is compoundati and reeti5i. T Hall•higher in price than the average run of pure whi.
than whisky. Remember apple brandy would be rers a Rivera, I"
physician for certain ailments of the human body if i Phone 355,
they could get the pure brandy also; there would be old Phone ate
if it were not for the rectified compounded stuff they havr," .
Remember that the name of my Brandy is DON G)NI
"THREE STAR" Apple Brandy. My brandy is bottled "
under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my narr sc
Hal
red letters on the inside of the lable next to bottle which
Don Gilberto's pure apple brandy x year old
contain 32 oz ef the pore Three Stars apple
Bear in mind that this package will be
anywhere that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it, (1-1-e
a right to do so.)
Provided the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
officers of the pure food law the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
officer, as I am personally responsible for its purity, strength and
quantity. To be had only at "The White Deer" which is a symbol
of strength, purity and innocence. it6 S. Fourth St., Paducahu, Ky.
too proof. The bottleld
brandy.
subject at any time an
has
MAITIL, EFINGUR & CO.
Undertakers end Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, K1
spectors, ) look after the sewerage
work that will be done this year
for municipality by private contrac-
tors. The inspectott on behalf of
the city, secs that the contractors
do the work properly with the right
kind of material. Mr. Alex Storrie
is an old stone and concrete man,
and will probably he empinycd as
titz Inspector to look -after the
,idewalt, and stone work to be done
this summer. The city engineer has
been given permission by the board
of public works to employ his in-








We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadw - - Paducah, Ky.
011111111111•111111011111011111INNIONPOiteraafI
We are now in a positibn to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you tile
middleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by Paducah
workmen and strictly guaranteed.
Paducah Saddlery Company
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st earIy to cht.,.
LIr the kitchen lire
the weil-perfume.t
They themselv mini"
highest bidde.wear unsanitary clothes
office or as nev r gave two lool:s si
posal. Waring these so-called cons-
is in nnw,clothes and shoes and suca
I rover met any other man
and wb. I want 'em to wear just as
power els as ever they blame pleas.
are r, and the tighter and straighter
able 
their corsets, why, the better It
i me. The stas:ess woman 'coke
a combination of an Ellie Islana
Tmigrant a .7 a fat lady Jut of
.ubens picture to me, and the woman
with flat-heeled shoes of the so-called
common-sense kind looks to me as if
she ought to be a policeman, or carry-
ing the hod, or something like that.
"Me for the womanny woman.
"Meanie a lyre, or a harp, or a fu-
gclhorn, or a kazoo, or any old thing.
that may sing the glories and th.
praises of the purely feminine woman!
"She was here in the world's earh
dawn, and she's going to be right here
alongside of us. I hope, when we're
Caving $1.39 round-trip excursions to
Kars!
sl never could see the woman wail
wears men's hob-nailed shoes, and sus
penders, and such line, and who flags
scented soaps and perfumes and things
elf that kind because she considers 'em
too womanish.
"All of the adorableness of women
elfish-as in their femininity.
"It's because evcry once In a while
she 'gets her household work done
early so she can 'go upstairs and have
a good cry:' It's because.she macieratee
la into pulp with her 'because;' it's -be-
cause she admits our premises and de-
nies our conclosions; it's because she'll
pucker her lips for baby talk when eh,
Jeep an infant a block awag; it's be
•ause she loves roses, and lecey thing:
and two dollars-a pound candy; it's be-
cause she gives us the reproachful eye
only when we ought to be sewed up in
a blanket sod clubbed to the verge of
the other world; it's because she'll dig
and delve and scrape and scrap for he
husband and her tittle ones until icy
stalactites hang from the roof of Tar
'taus; it's because rhe dabs at her eyes
with a title wad of a handkerchief un•
til her n-)se is red when she gees hu-
man suffering—it's Just because she's
feminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet-
ter from every point of view than Wd
are just because she is feminine, that
she has us on the dead lope, and plum
loco over her, ever since the days of
the shepherd king of Egypt!
"If they want to perfume themselves,
let 'em. I, for one, like 'em perfumed
Let 'em do any of the old feminine
grimes tlest--elfey--seatet-44).
pretty nigh always right, taking 'em en
masse, and they don't make half as
many mistakes as we men do.
"Give me a lute, that I may chant of
the physical, mental, moral and spirit-
ual loveliness of the perfumed, who is
the typically feminine woman! Here's
bopin' that she'll be with us till ilia





AN ANCIENT INDIAN JAR. 
COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL
Rare Specimen of Crockery Recently 
Row One's Beauty and Temper Can
Discovered in the State of
New York.
R. Horrarlis, of Fonda, N. Y.,- while
stalking deer during the last hunting
season at. the Little Falls of the uppei
waters of the Sacondaga, near Lake
Pitmen, caugSt in a heavy downeour
of rain, was obliged to seek sheltei
from the storm under the ledges of the
Little Falls. While sitting there his
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a round, brown boulder partly
covered with moss. Carelessly strik-
ing it it gave t orth a hollow sound. Hie
curiosity bein.; excited, he dug away
the earth with his hunting knife and
soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
earthen jar.
The jar stands ten inches high. At
Its largest citsumference it measures
30 inches, and et its smallest 20 inches
The circumfereace of the top or mouth
of the jar is 24 inches.
The vessel ein the beside bears signs
of use, but the enside shows no trace
of fire, as is e I n Indian jars. The
bottom is rev . The ornamenta-
tion around 1..t. Lop is of the usual
style of the Mohawk pottery—that is,
a series of straight and diagonal lines
The jar still bears the moss that had
gathered on the ro oded bottom that
was exposed above the earth.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
of Mohawk pottery, and is rare on ate
count of the shape of the top, which is
cut in three curves, forming three
points, which give it a triangular ap
pearance.
It is a singular fact that the three
largest specimens of Indian pottery
now in the valley were found in the
'e region of the foothills of the
.1rondacks—the Richmond jar, the
..anson jar and the Horracks jar.
The Horracks jar is in the possessiot
of W. Max Reid for the present and is
n Interesting study. It is not as large
• the Hanson jar, but to those inter'
in the 1:fe and affairs of the
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ign t their belief
accept this
at one time there were Il
republics in tLe present 
iat,e fact that
umber ol
pire. Chief among them, says ..e
tier-Journal, was the republic of enu.
gorod, embracing the immense territory
from the White sea and Dein& to the
Volga and the Sea of Peipus. Other
republics were the states of Pskoff.
Vjatka and others. They lost their in-
dependence at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grand duke of Moscow.
In these Russian republics of old
real republicanism obtained, according
to the propaganda literature of the
revolutionists, now scattered broadcast
over Russia. The poorest citizen had
as much voice in the government as
the richest; absolute majority at the
polls decided all questions of interior
and foreign affairs. When an official
was accused of wrongdoing all the cit-
izens sat. in judgment on him and de-
dried by their votes whether he should
be retained or should lose his officia2
head. The minority had to submit to
the majority in all things, and the
president or piques, as he was called,
elected for several years, held office
only with the proviso that he could be
dismissed at a moment's notice if he
misbehaved. Even the chureh author-
ities and the priests were elected by
popular vote, and all had to submit to
dictation from the polls.
— ---
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN,
The Electern Hypothesis, a Source
of Much Concern to
Zlectricians.
Be Maintained in Spite of the
Dust and Dirt.
I Even more important than a kaowle
edge of how to appear well groomed
when at home is the understanding of
how to make the best of oneself when
traveling. It is at such a time as this
that even more care than usual is nec-
essary, for what with dust and grime
and perspiration the average woman
soon loses all claims to beauty. Lack
of proper sleep is also often added to
the already long list of diacomforts,
and so, ur.less my lady Is really very
clever, she is apt to discover that she
resembles nothing even approaching
good looks when she alights from the
train to greet her loving though criti-
cal friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a condition could be avoided
by the expenditure of just a little ex-
tra effort. For instance, • small case
should be included in the list of noose
tittles, and this should contain six or
eight wide-mouthed bottles in which
the creams, powder and lotions may young man.
"Well." said some of the mothers
long one, the lotions may be carried in
be carried. If the journey is to be a
a concentrated form and used by add- 
to Mrs. Wager, "I suppose Percy will
tug an extra amount of water on the 
be bringing you home a nice little
daughter-in-law some of these fine
days."train.
the wise woman of to-day is sufficiently' 
"I suppose so," assented Mrs. Widget.Of course it goes without saying thet
with • sigh. "I tell him it's time he
Informed to avoid the use of soap and was looking shout him, but he seems
water entirely for the purpose of clean. quite satisfied to be at home as yet.
Lug her face at such times. True, I thiak he is keeping Ws eyes open.
grime and tiny bits of coal and cm. but he says he doesn't inttad to marry
den s will fly about and imbed them_ until he's 30. He's 24 now, so he's
selves in the skin in the most delib- got six years to make his choice."
erste and tantalizing fashion, and natio "He'll make a Sopa Ohs when be
-ally the first impulse of the afflicted makes ii"
one is to vanish Lu the direction of "Yes, I believe he will. Ice beard
the lavatory for the purpose of remov- of somebody—I believe It was Franklin
trig these disfiguring additions. Un- —who said he chose his wife as he did
fortunately, however, the use of so his coat for her wearing qualities.
much scrubbing and rubbing only Percy is always particular about his
serves to irritate the skin, makes the clothes. He liken to be neatly dressed.
tace tender and thus renders it impodt but he never buys a suit because the
sible to keep the complexion in any- pattern happens to be pretty. He tries
thing like a pleasing condition, this sample and that, and makes surs
The use of the lettuce cream for that every thread in it is good wool,
cleansing has been so often described and that it is properly dyed and
that it will not be necessary to repeat woven, and then brings it to me to see
the description, but there are other what I think of it."
methods with which the readers are -"How sweet! And you think he
not so familiar, and one of these is in will select his wife the same way?
the use of pure almond meal mixed You must look up some samples for
with a simple solution, the formula for trim."
which has often appeared before. This Mrs. Widget had thought of that.
-emedy is made by adding to six ounce. he consutted Percy As to his,pjefey- vstio.e7-014tgeo..14 arnetil.,,netY ,,Jiri al
or rose water the juice of one lemon, ences in theta! "Percy, teNt-is matter- j egar___We lone her in her room and
one dram of borax, and one-half dram way, "I always thought I then tell her through the keyhole' about
If glycerin. A few drops of tinctuneetl. ghould like my wife to be a brunette. the beautiful bargains which are to be
benzoln may also be added If ifth the as I'm such a towhead. I think op-. had at mark-dowu sa,les.—Town Top-
It is employed by raieloin paste, and posited' should marry. But tempera- ems
almond meal into aarefully over the meats should, of course, be sympa-
su.n spreading ietfrlowing It to remain thetic. I mean to satisYy myself very It Often Happens.
•
'or a Ansa 
and 
s. This can easily carefully that the woman I marry is "I understand you played a solo.atbe arrangtenorren when traveling by
first of all cleansing the face with the
lettuce cream and then applying the
Paste, and allowing it to remain while
the greater part of the toilet is being
oompleted. This paste may then be
washed off carefully, a good powdet
dusted on, and the skin will look as
refreshed and improved as though a
good masseuse had been expending ef•
"orts upon it
For those who have not the patience
'o experiment with the paste and who
persist in frequent. ablutions, the al-
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the wa-
en will be found to be excellent in
place of soap.
ft•apparently matters much to the
professors what matter is. Prof
Wind, of the University of Utrecht, ez.
pounds the electern theory, which may
mean revolutions. It is pointed out
that if by progress of experiment and
theory the electern hypothesis in it,
ultimate form should continue to gals
ground, if it finally should prove un-
avoidable to accept the view that mat-
ter consists entirely of electrons, tease
and momentum would cease to be
what they now are in our ideas, quan
titles strictly invariable. The predi-
lection and confidence with which act
ence has for centuries aimed at a de
scr p on o -1B-e Ffiyaiir unTverse is
terms only of matter and motion were
based chiefly, though half unconscious.
ly, on the idea of mass and momentum
being invariable, images or pictures of
invariable elements of reality itself.
This idea, says the Chicago Tribune,
Inshdlanietital to our whole antaan
conception of nature, would shrink into
an illusion in the light of the new
theory. A great advantage would be
that whereas it now seems almost
hopeless to involve electro-magnetio
phenomena in a description In terms
only of matter and motion, the unity
desired in our picture of the physical
world would then be secured by putting
it in terms of electeres and motion.
Large Group of Sun Spots.
The officials at the naval observa-
tory aenotitnce that a large group of
solar spots was observed with the
photobellograoh at that institution
The group has advanced about two
days tpon the disc of the sun vleible
in this vicinity and is located in south
latitude. The group can be seed by
the naked eye, but with a telescope it
Is resolved into a mass of small spots,
closely grouped together. Thls is the
largest sun spot visible since last
spring.
Peered the Worst.
The Parson—Why are yeti down-
east? De/es not the future look bright
to you?
The Dying Man—Tep. Blaaingl—
alersland Leader.
How She Came.
She had just arrived from a journey.
On the seat by her and on the one in
front had been two nice-looking men
with whom she would not have ob-
jected to conversing from sheer weari-
ness. But they had somehow failed
to avail themselves of their opportuni-
ty to talk with a pretty girl.
"Did you come by easy stages?" In-
quired a friend.
Recalling the two silent fellow voy-
agers, she replied with a shrug:
"No, by slow coaches!"—N.
Times-Democrat.











Simple—Scribbles was telling me
that he made 60 out of his last vol.
urns of poems. Is it true, do yoe
think?
The Cynic—Yes; his
warehouse was burned down with all
the poems, and as he was well insured.
Scribbles' share came to 60 quid. Lucky
chap, isn't he?
Poor Venus.
Poor Venus has an awful time
Among those other stars--
the cannot wear het **turn dress.
Nor closer sit to Mara.
—Cincinnati Commercial-Tribune.
MITIGATING CXRCITKIITILNOBIL
Jedge-3o you confess that you stole
the suit of clothes!' Have you any
thing to say in mitigation of sentence'
Prisoner—Yee, your honor. The vest




It Is Easily Constructed and Makes
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
for the House.
This is an casily-conntructed stand
hat costs but very little. It may be
made either of bamboo or rustle
irancbes. The bamboo can be bought
it almost any oil and color dealer's
and at most furnishing warehouses,
Three lengths of minable height are
CAN BE MADE AT HOME.
required, and two circular pieces of
wood Holes must be burnt In the
bamboo, then long brass screws are
pased into the holes and screwed into
the weed. The wood should be entitled
or painted, and the edge, if liked, may
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on
by tacks.
When Gehtle- man Precedes.
At the theater the gentleman pre
cedes the lady and stands at the en-
trance to /heir ats to allow her to
pass in first. The same at church. The
gentleman takes the lead also in leav-
ing. He will assist the lady in putting
on her wraps before he puts on his
! awn overcoat.
With Large *fps.
The woman with the large hips
should have her long coat almest
straight under the yens. to lianas the
I 
Fathers and mothers who knew him
said: "There are not many young
men•like Percy Widger, that's a fact
It would be a good thing if there were.
There's a young fellow that has wine
teals."
He certainly had some sense. Lots
of At, in fast. Cool, self-neliant, and
with a judgment beyond his years. His
parents were often congratulated on
Perey's mood, practical qualities. His
employer congratulated himself. Not
a bad habit to his name, industrious
and careful.
"The girl who gets Percy Will be
lucky," said the mothers.
Some of the daughters sniffed, eth-
ers sighed.
"Bought three blocks of the subdi-
vision from Wheeler," said the fathers.
"What boy is going to make money.
Pretty hard-headed young chap, LIAM
you. He'll have it paid for in a year
or two"
He had It laid Nein • year or two,
and the subdivision began to build up
It was a shrewd investment for a
congenial in tastes and habits. I
mean I want a sensible, well-balanced
rirl, and a well-educated girl. When
I say well educated I don't mean mere-
ly one who has been through Girton or
Vassar or Wellesley only, because she
might be very brilliant intellectually.
and be • very incapable h visekeeper.
I think more unhappiness in married
life comes through slipshod house
keeping than any other cause. I want
my wife to be strong, healthy and
good-tempered. But then I've got lots
of time. It's not a thing I should do
hastily or without ,due consideration
it's a serious matter, choosing a part-
ner for life."
"You don't say anything about her
looks," said Mrs. Widger, with a smile.
"Well," said Percy, "I don't Tent
her too good-looking. She recelvk so
much attention that she doesn't think
it necessary to pay any attention to
others. I've found that to be the case
with the girls around here You must
have been an exception to that rule,
mother."
Mrs. Widger said she had always
known how sensible Percy was, but
that little talk was an immense re-
lief to her, after all.
About a week after that Percy was
asked to a little party of young people
at Benson's. Della Sanson was a
dee girl, and her brother, Duke, was a
nice fellow. Percy decided to go.
When the maid opened the door for
him two girls were running down the
stairs, hand in hand. One was Della
Sanson, and the other—
"Jessie," said Della, "let me intro-
duce Mr. Widger. Percy, this is my
very dearest friend, Mies Stream."
Percy saw a slim, in fact, rather
waspy young woman with a pile of
3ellow hair and big blue eyes that had
the most appealing look imaginable
until she smiled, and then they were
rather mischievous In their expression._
She put oat a hand. and Perey's pulse
as he took it made 30 beats above nor
mal.
"You're just in time," said Miss
Stralen. "We're going into the kitch-
en, and I'm going to make fudges. I
can't boil water without burnim
but I can make fudges. Can't- I.
Della."
Then had a jolly time in the kitch-
en—that is, it would -have been jolly if
roma of the fellows had not acted so
hire fools with Miss Stralen. But of
course that was hard to avoid. Percy
felt conscious that he acted rather that
way himself. It was a little lock of
that yellow hair that had got astray
see larled Itself across Wise Stralen's
heat-flushed obeek that made him feei
particularly idiotic.
Bid she let him beat the fudge.
And onto she looked at him side-
ways with • little smile that—I
All the way home that night Percy
thought of that little smile, and then
of the curl of yellow hair, and he felt
the peculiar pulse acheleratIon exalts.
Odd in Percy, wasn't it? He couldn't
sleep for thinking of those things.
And they were married within six
r- snths. Percy an], mime Stralen. Percy
nicin't want to gait that longs—Ohl-
ens,. Lally eVial.
Refined
the musicale last night."
"No; merely an accompaniment."
"Why, nobody sang."
"True. But everybody talked."—
Chicago News.
Those College Habits.
"To be frank, this is prettlil
cooking, old man."
"I know it, but my wife ▪ is just out
of college."




Batelle—I said a word last night
that made Clarence the happiest man
on earth.
Eileen—Why, I didn't know you




"Do you believe in the reincarn•
Mtn?" asked the mystical woman.
"I don't know," answered the man
who weighs his opinions; "I have
never seen it trisd."—Washington
Star.
Had To.
Jimson—Well, well! That's the first
time I ever saw you give a woman
your seat. In a crowded car.
Jayson—Not so loud, please. That's
our cook.—Cleveland Leader.
A Give Away.
"Do you think she is very old?"
"Yes, awfully. I heard her speak
of 'wringing on the gate' when she
was a little girl. It's a long time since
fences."—Detroit Freee Press.
Happy Days.
Estelle—Clarence. just think of It!
Five wesks from to-day and we will be
married.
Clarence—Well, let's be happy while
we may.—Tit-Bits.
Cruel.
Young Mother—Oh, Mr. Bachellor,
you must see my little baby. He's
such a funny little felow.




Mrs. Jawback—John, wake up! You
are talking in your sleep.
Mr. Jeliwback—Lename 'lone. It's the 




with the diamonds, at the piano, I just
heard salted life as a poor musician.
Patrice--Well, he's that yet—Walk.
era Statesman.,
Perfectly Simple.
"Your language is very simple'.
"Yes?"
"Yea; you say when a fighter Is all




He—How many sisters have 3rou gotl
She—Two.
"Are they single?"






Not a drink, but a seasonabk prep. •
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as is
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50gb and 51. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG;STORIS.1
7th a Jaciceon Sta. phone sly.& Clay fits, phase S.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.





Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who staf-
fer from headaches—severe Or
mild, occasional or • chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF














Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,






In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zech Hayes has added
a hue lbw of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation out fountain has for rnagri11-









Will bring pleasure tu your
home during the Itng winter
eeznings. They are playing
now at our store. Conte in
and bear them. Then you'll




















Off Yagnate-Ah, my boy, a 11111
'roubles of tho Birth.
 e 4
1, 
Uonaire's position is a hard ono.
Skeptical Friend-In what way?
"No, my dear, I am in no coedit/on to ,
Igo
011 Diagnate-eafj_koard my weelt1 
out again tonight. You seem te
forget that all day long I bay* been 
they say I'm a skinfiint, and if I tea
on my feet, talking insurance to peo- 
my money away they say I am tryin4
pie until l'm hoarse, and all so that 
to ease my guilty conscience.-Tito
you can weer good clothes and live in 
Bits.
a comfortable home. I haven't taken
you out for seven weeks, and you're
sick of sitting around doing the mend-
ing and wishing yeu were dead?
o"By hokey, that's a woman! That's
appreciation for a man who slaves e„.1
day, just for a woman's sake, and
when he's so worn out that he can't
move, and his ankles ache, and his
stomach ain't in good shape, and the
barber cut his chin *km tines, which
seer bring on blood poirrootag-in fast
ili feels _very queer right now-then
you harp and harp on the subject of
my not taking you out.
No. Maria, t don't want anything
Put on my cuts. Leave my face alone
I hate anyene eternally picking at am
-I really do And quit that snallere
The least little thing which heppene
mesas you tarn on the water works.
Indeed! This is the trot night I've
stayed home, and for all I care yaw
isould go without pleasure all your
s Ufa See here, Maria! I am out a;
'tight, and way? Because I an work-
ing, wanes. 'That's the reason! Talk.
leg 1 to men I can't And dur:
big lie Any. Yes, I go to clubs and
hotels.' I 'have to, in ny business.
✓ 1f-I ililibil gun* so much boos. 1
.leet4dih d to make so much mou-
nt • 'Oar *Wain_ le Aches-
tall". ' no wad for • lady towi
sell tt eifi e moh iarger OW
,wboal 1st "fly, get AO
4rn
ee &VI' 4. 
ar 
101101%./rhea j
in with a be''4iac sat tiiild ydi
11:1= ems of *Omit Ilalowntedi
of a person >when 'he ̀ts go- tired _
whosartfurfy ,xieve thina ar 
weak from overwork that lee Le
crasy ougheto be ed. at 7,- • 'pi.
• I was eotodrual. At oilier here
I took onsliserde to revive my-
self. and tkatlilleli. I 'intik like I had
taken a bath * it? (hey, Maria, I hate
'vulgarity. The reason I came in quiet;
ly was in torder not to diturb'you, and
tate thankal get are qua you sit, up in
bed and bawl me out!". I did /save mil
saoes outside in the hall, I admit, an
I put my light overcoat in the icebox
because I don't know ;where youpkeesi
eking' anyway, end it seemed a good
place. Keep right on laughing. me-
tiaml
:What! Pathos I Octal know that ;
left only one shoe and • bottle of Oa
In the hall and put the other shoo
sway in the umbrella stand, where 1
always hide bottles? Bahl I weal
diecnas It. I'll take one of these
itichrl tensile* I have to smoke so that
yen can wallow is luxury and sit over
be and read. No, lan'not going Is
read the dope. I deal even •know
whet you mein. Did I gaf'thes• cigars
Ow a Mika? Yee, I dld. (By Jove,
ask ain't a regular lie. A fellow man
tall a fib sometimes. She'd Sy clear
up and hit the sky if I told the truth
about 'em.) Why de pen turn up your
nose, Martel You kiterw.it don't make
a freek/ed pug am any aandemy.
Year father laughed sad laughed
when you teld him abut my seat-de-
niel and Ike nickel cigars? He said
they were 26 cents each and I 'must
have a pall if 1 get aorcheeper? Yotir
father is a etoefoesded meddling old
idiot! Said the gang in that new club
I'm in would trim ne good, did he?
And I saglit to have some one teach
me to play peel and esker?
Lentil* WU yen, Maria I ain't been
stuck for a game since rye been In It,
and, counties out drinks and smok-s
a fdllew's got to buy if he's a winnPr,
I quit all to the good every night this
week, aad-well. I'm going out!
Is that sot You were only leddIng
?
Your father hasn't been here at all?
By Jove! Give me the innocent cling-
ing wife of my mother's time. A man
could five in peace Oh, yes. Of mum,
you think you've got it on me now,
Maria, just because I said what I d cl
just for fun But a woman Pan never
see a joke, of course.
Hy mother never made nasty cracks
and snooped around in an underhand
manner, trying to catch a man in
 a
lie. What' You and she had a good
'align? She's the one who put you
next about the cigars and said I'm
my father over again, all right? Hu
m.
Talk about a phonograph! A woman's
got 'em beat. Jabber, jabber forever
about nothing! Rats! I sit here with
a bleb fever from the" cold I got
sten Hi/ hi -drOis. litUra 16-buslbsee
and aching all over, and when I get
on my feet every ideP is *Cony, and
you don't caret Yoe don't even-Ho
ly
Moses! Is this Wednesday? Great
Scott! You'll have me off my ant
completely soon! Here the big Tam-
inane parade's coming off and I've 
got
eo woUr in it and carry a tag on
 e
easel I've got to ipo clear down to
JfititarY plilh's district t
o meet the
treys and march to Tammany %al/
Where'll they think : am, and me OM
of the marshals?
The party weld go to ruin for all
you'd care, I s'poise. Where's my hal
and coat? Who took rayogloseel And
Warne that 60 coats I Ma yuu for the
rent: I might road It. Spry eaoligh on
my feet to walk all *Iles, am I? I
vetoes to beady words with You,
liferlat The party needs me, and rim
on the ialk see? I ain't got time to
liogne it IR .ow!-IL Y. loslogrhaa
Salad by the Numgests.
"See here," demanded the pu,beshee
• Of Anybody's Magazine, "don't you
know that winter is over? Here's your
April number with six poems about ice
and snow."
"Can't help it." sighed the weary ma
OW. "The newspaper humorists have
t things at such a point that nobody
awill submit poem on set-loc."- Cbicage
'Ben.
A Genius.
"Yes, I think my new son-in-law has
• genius for finance."
"Has he been making money on
stocks?"
"No; but he's just got home after s
three weeks' vacation, with $7.60 in
cesh."-Chicago Record-Herald.
Irresistible.
"I saw Grumby talking to you yes-
terday. I thought you said he nevet
spoke to you any more?"
"Ha doesn't, usually, bet he noticed
I had a cold, and he couldn't resist the
temptation to tell me an unfailing rem-
edy for it."-Cleveland Leader.
Natural Aptitude.
"What profession will your son foe
tow?"
"Haven't decided! If his hair is mow
(daily luxuriant I'll advise him to be s
musician. If his beard is particularly
heavy I'll tell him to be a physician."-
Washington Star.
SECRETS.
She-They've been secretly entrust
tor a year.
He-How do you know?
She-Why, she's told almost every.
body.-Chicago Journal.
The Modern jack Horner.
Little Jack Horner
Set in the corner,
Led lust why in
The corner he sat
Is quite easy to guess.
I'm obliged to confess.
'Twee the only pleas
Left in Um Sat
-Judge
A Call Loan.
The inexperienced One (on Atlantis'
titter, second day out)-By aeorge! But
the sea certainly gives a fellow a great
appetite.,
The Experienced One-Not gives, my
boy-merely lends.-Puck.
Reassured.
"You haven't married me just to spite
eoniehody, have you" she asked, looking
anxiously up into his honest blue eye,
"No, dear," he absent-mindedly re-
plied. "I took you for your money
alone."- -Record - Herald.
On Strike.
Jim-Bay, Molts, is Pat- out on
sktrike?
Mike-lfis. He shtruck Yet more pay,
thin he ahtruck tb' boss, thin he shtruck
a cop, an' now he's shtrikin' shtone in tie
penitentiary -Judge.
Why He Did It.
"He must think a lot of his horse."
"Why?"
"Because he named her after his wife."
"That horse is a confirmed kicker, and
the hardest horse to manage that he has
got "-Houston Post.
Roc rimina ti on.
The Auto-I don't balk, or run away,
or shy at harmless things in the road.
fah!
The Horse-And I don't break down,
or explode, or turn turtle over bridges,
fah ! -Cb keg° Sun.
All Is Revealed.
"Do you bel.eve it is true that halt
the world doesn't know how the other
half lives?"
"No. They're building all tht apart-
ment houses with ayihOIII now."-
Cleveland Looder.
Fairly Rolled in It.
"Our office boy dropped Into poetry
yesterday."
"How was that?"
•-rbe literary editor kicked him ieto
the waste basket! "-Cleveland Leader.
Tb• Kind She Wanted.
Lady-Do you think this medicine
would do my husband any good? .
Druggist-I'm sure of it, madam.
Lady-Hum! What other kinds have
you got?-Judge.
Poor &round.
Reuben Hayseed-That's awful, poor
ground In Demme liardup's farm,
Roger Turn Iptop-1 should say so! Of
a dry year you can't raise in utabrella
on it.--Judge.
Mesa Thing!
Susie-Just think) Tom says there
isn't a girl in town with a complexion
Like mine.
Lucie-Isn't he the knocker?--Cl.,.,
land Leader.
• Specious Pleader.
He-Kissing Is a lure care for
freckles.
She-I have no freckles.
R -But it is a tine pmentive.-064-
ease Fen
Poet with the Dough.
Society Dome-Who is that 7011114
men who is so attentive to you now?
Great Belle-He is a poet.
Society Dame-Mercy on us! And do
you, the proud daughter of a hundred
millionaires, propose to throw your-
self away on a poor, miserable starve-
ling of a poet?
Great Belle-Oh, he isn't that kind
of a poet; he writes trade advertise-
ments in verse.
Society Dame-My own, own daugh-
ter, after all; ask him to dinner.-Tit-
Bits.
OUT OF THE QUESTION.
Anxious ,Person-Would you run es
an errand for me, little boy?
Jamey-Sorry, mum, but I'm a bit us-
der weight an' in. football trainer hail
recommended nein' off ter a few days.
-Chicago News.
PaatoraL
The farmer sews his crop
And the good wife sews his clOt1111;
The farmer assns the weather
And his good wits darns his hose.
The farmer pitches in the hay;
But. should he cram her whim,
BM good wife lays aside her work
And pitches Isla Slim
-Judge.
A Suitable Suit.
Sharpe-Are you going to dress up
for the carnival?
Muggins-Yes; I'm going as Charles
the Second. ,
Sharpe-Charles the First would
have been a lot better for you.
Muggins-Why?
Sharpe-Because you'd need no head.
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
"Times have changed," said the mel-
ancholy citisen "Things are not whet
they toed to be."
-Well," answered the man who takes
the world as he finds it, "whet do you
want to do? Go back six or eight
months and tend the furnace and ahoy-
el snow ?"-Washington Star.
Queer Girl.
Tess-Hasn't she finished that love
story yet?
Jess-No: she reads very carefully,
and scrupulously, you know.
Tess-Does she?
Jeer-Oh' awfully; why, she STU
reads all the descriptions of sunsets and
all that-Philadelphia Press.
Worse and More of It.
"Gee, but I'm unlucky!"
"What's the trouble?"
"My wife drove me out of the house
with a club, and I don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad."
"And now she's suing me for demote
tion."-Cleveland Leader.
Correet
Teacher-What is a synonym?
Pupil-A word that has the name
meaning aa another word.
Teacher-And why does our lan-
guage possess synonyms?
Pupil-So you can use one when you
don't know how to spell the other
one.-Cleveland Leader.
What They Miss.
Plate-ft Is said that elephants are
subject to rheumatism.
Sharps-Well, they are spared one
horror of the disease anyway.
Flats-What is that.
Sharps-They don't have to listen to
people who have a sure cure for it-
Chicago News.
Satisfied.
"Can't sea why you're so sin
with her."
'Why, because she's la deucedly
pretty."
"Beauty's only skin deep."
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibaL
That's deep enough for me!"-Cleve-
land Leader.
Out Rates,
Dr. Quackerly-You don't Mean to
say that old Elawbones charged you
am for amputating your arm?
The Victim-That's what he did.
Dr. Quackerly-Why in the world
didn't you send for me. I'd have eel
th your arms 9ff for .1110.--citicagq
Zwe.
Solved.
"Why did -Whammed go to tie
mountain ?"
"He thought he could get beast
rates there than at the seashore."-
Cleveland Leader.
His Modesty.
"Haven't you got a good, honest, In-
corruptible man in your city who
liceeld be an ornament to this Wipe?'
"Sure, but I ain't want the oalee."
-Hcueton Post.
Saved Him Trouble.






"My father says he feels as spry as
when he went to college," remarked
the pretty girl.
"Don't doubt ti," replied her Minor.
"He impressed .me that he was still •
college student last night."
"You don't say! in what way, Her-
r7?"
"Why, he gave me a cane rush."-
Chicago News.
From Bad to Worse.
"Mks," said Plodding Pete, as he
climbed into a freight car, "I'm glaA do
government doesn't own de railroads,"
"Why?"
"Because when we takes a free ride
now de worst dat happens is to be put
off. But if de government was runnin'
de lines we'd be arrested far Partin'
sure."-Washington Star.
At the Employments Oetce.
"Do you see the tall cook 111 the blue
gingham apron? Well, tan housewives
have tried her In the Lit NI day's and
4* has bat them all."
"Gracious! Her name must be lin
"Why so?"
"Because no woman can keep her."--
Memo Daily News.
Sure Cara
"Did you gee my picture in this
moraines paper?" said the While
map
"No," said the wit, shrieking with
isteghter. "What were you cured ofil
Rik ha!"
"Of 'vanity, after I maw the picture,'
answered the other eadly.-Clevedaad
Leader.
• Joke with a Diagram.
"You're an angel," declared the
young man.
"Do you mean to tell me that I'm
masculine?" haughtily inquired the
▪ N.• B.-New York preachers have de-
dried that all angels are of the male
tisx.--Chicsoo Sun.
Sectiudon Necessary.
Mrs. Psmith-But how did you man-
age to keep that secret a whole week.
dear?
Mrs. Kjones-It wasn't hard. I sim-
ply stayed away from the Brownies
club, and when callers came I sent
word that I wasn't at home.-Cleve-
land Leader.
His Good Advice.
"Yes, mother, 1 told him I was the
best speller in our class at schooL"
"And did he give you the Job?"
"ro, mother, he gave me some words
to spell, and I couldn't spell them. And
then he said I'd better go to school for
another - Clevelana Plain
Dealer.
In the Art Gallery.
"Lovely aleeping nymph, isn't it?"
"Ye-ea."
"Do you notice the glamour the art-
ist has thrown over it?"
"No, I don't But if it was mine /
would throw a horse blanket over it.-
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Worse Yet.
Rounder-Blame the luck, anyhow!
Lusher-What's the matter?
Rownder-Aw, my wife always stays
up for me, when I'm out late at night
Lusher-You're lucky. Mine comes
after me.-Cleveland Leader.
The Rumor of It
"Do you see anything funny about
Tighprite's latest comedy?"
"Yes," answered the cynical manager.
"It seems funny to me that he should
have Imagined it was funny."-Witab
legion Star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
For books my clerk has little u's.
But though she Is not ye,
She make' me watch my p's and Q's
When looking in her i's.
-Philadelphia Prose
I'd TRIP ON THE RAILROAD."
-Philadelphia Bulletin.
Unanimous.
mildest when Line." she anreakketli
laid her bearers: "Bully reel
She ain't, the only pebble
On the beach, for so are we."
-Houston Poet.
A Lucky Circumstance.
PIM leaurnuee Financier (after Os.
EtfIng, nervously)-How did I &Milt
auemillY
Second Insurance Financier (flare.-
17)-There was no jury!-Puck.
Victim of an Imposition.
eharpson-You seem disappointed
with that new society novel.
Plats--Disappointed? I'm dlsbusted
It's • fraud. It isn't even objection.
ablel-Calcago Te)bune.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young-oelother says she wants
to be crenated.
Mr. Young-All right-I'll attenn to
it at Once. Gall her, will you 7--Cleve-
land Leader.
The Dominant Factor.
"The first husband eloped with her."
said Miss Cayenne.
"And the second and third?"
"She eloped with them."-Weahing
ton Star.
Kind to the Limit.
"Was he kind to his tangly?"
"I should say he was. He couldn't
,Wive been kinder if he bad been an
1111 !.insurance Predditat."--Clevelaufl Plain
•
The Popular Novelist.
'I hear you are at work on a Sell
novel."
"Yes."
"Who is to bring it out?"
"I don't know yet. The big he
bonus I have been offered so far is
,nly 170,000, and unless the publishers
show an inclination to be more liberal
I. may burn it. I can't afford to
cheapen my work in the estimation of
.he public."-Chicago Record-Herald.
Disgusting Stupidity.
"Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
politician, throwing down his paper.
"They've gone and nominated Bullfinch
for congress!"
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch?" naked his wife.
"Why, he's a good man, isn't he? I've
always heard people speak well of hina."
"That's just it. We could have won
here this fall with anybody."-ChIcago
Record-Herald.
Good Zan Gone..
Cholly-I say, old chap-is it true
that youth wife tuus-er.--eloped with
your valet?
Ferdy-Ys,-as. Disgustin', isn't it?
dholly-Cheer up, me boy-don't
take it to heart, y' know.
Ferdy-But, confound it, where am
I to And another such valet?-Cleve'
land Leader.
No Chance.
Friend--Going to convict that bur-
glar?
Prosecutor-It can't be done.
Friend--Why, the evidence 8001216
plain enough.




Mrs. Whoopler- You tell me, Herr
VogieschnItzel, that my, daughter can
sever become a singer! Is there no hope
for her?
Herr Vagelachnitzel -Veil, matam,
you nsighdt put her on a diet of canary-
seed, alretty, undt see at dot vill do mit
her.-Puck.
Always the Contrary.
Sharp-What do you think of Gaylord
from a moral point of view?
Blunt-Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wife says he is posi-
tively wicked.
Sharp-Huh! In that case he muat be
an angel.-Chicago Daily News.
Principles of Medicine.
Ifeculapius was founding the science
of medicine.
"Boys," he observed, "are only sick
on school days, while the relatives of
cooks are always ill on holidays."
With this simple axiom he entered on
his practice.-N. Y. Sun.
That's Different.
"So," said the tourist, "you don't like
It in the wheat belt?"
"Hoene.," replied the tramp "Work Is




"Why did you fly down so close to that
man reading op the bench?" asked the
mother robin of her offsPrint
"Somebody told me it was a book-
worm," replied the hungry young bird.
-Yonkers Statesman.
CombUtatiop Changed.
Patience-I thought you said Will had
the key to your heart?
Patrice-So he had; but since I met all
those men at the beach, this summer, I
think he's lost the combination.-Yonk-
ere Statesman.
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller-Mrs. Deelplurge told um
that the new residence they're build-
ing has five entrances
Mr. Teller-Well, when the wolf ar-
rives that'll keep him guessing fot
h le.-Puck.
TIER BILT.DZ'S TASK.
Mr. .Twetwed-Now that !ire are mar
Tied, dear, you have a serlotts task before
you.
Mrs. Justwed-What's that, George?
Mr. Justwed-You must prove to my
Miters that eon are worthy of me-To-
peka State Journal.
Worse Still.
Some sigh for days thatAre no more,
But not dor them dot lament;
Tee ones I regret are those




how is it, teen, that you're not allowed
to take tips? Eh?
Walter-Customers object, sir!
Accounted For.
Landlady-I think very highly of
these eggs,
Starboard-Ah. heirlooms In you/
family?-N. Y. Sun,
Her Point of View.
Husband-When it comes to money
matters two heads are batter than one.
Wife-Yee, th-y sould wear more
hats.-- N. 1-
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A tiENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NRal'"US TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE TUB
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH,





pinnate is all courts of Kea.
• tit*, .
•
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist.)
Oftke. 306 Broadway-Phone zee
Residence, Sze Broadway.
Phone ro.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil. Rood
nou RN Y & RF.gb
LAWYERS
Rooms to, it and is, Columbia lift
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers a Rivera, Iii
Nort bKifth, Both Phone gss.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone 1411
•
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee Rives Pack-
et company-the cheapest and beet
excursion °to of Paducah.
$8.00 tor ,the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleastwe, comfoet
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats es each
Wednesday and Saturday 3 p.
For other Information apply to Jae.
Koger, superintendent; Frank la
Brown agent
A. S. DABNE Y
-DENTIST-
Truehert Building.
11.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE is° NORTH FIFT11
TELEPHONES
Residence sod Mos so
DR. R. F. HEARNE
• BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. ass.





Rooms I, 2 anti 3 Register Built.
ins, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the




Old Phone eell Red; New Phone sa,
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
too NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phoaes 353
p. m. and 7 to g p. m.
'Office hours II to or a. nu, z to g
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.




OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYER S.
OFFICES: Beaton. Ky., rear beak
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.„
Room 114 Fraternity Building.










We put only the
purest and &evilest drugs,
and exactly the drugs
your doctor orders, into the pre-
scriptions you bring to us. We
never make mistakes-our pre-
scription clerks are too expert for
that. And we don't charge high
prices-far from it.
We carry many excellent pro-
prietary medicines. Feeling
bilious or jaundiced? Suffering
from constipation, torpid liver,
sick headaches? Try Roma!,
- Liver Salts.
This is the most satisfactory
Liver-Remedy we've ever
handled, and we know its
tbrmula. It stimulates
and regulates the action
of the liver and bow-








W. B. McPherson, Sole Agent
Tree— 1,r,'
WAN 
Woo: fil)--..etre; Ar ;
•abic-b. toed eontuarried men betweens •
ages oi 21 atit cl•izens of the
Uniteu States, of good character and
temperaot habits, who can speak, read
and write Eilolieh. For information
apply • Recruiting offices, New
Rictus:end- House. Paducah, Ky.
WHITE dining 000rn girls wanted,
at Hotel Craig, Fifth and Jefferson. 1
$750.00 unproved farm near Maxon
Mills, 37 acres, easy terms. Applyl
6 t 3 Broadway.
FOR R 4-T1.-oe uniernished
r00103, 333 North Third street.
- — -
WANTED- Co 313 Nor
Ninth street.
FOR RENT - Residence, Ninth
and Jefferson. Telephone Geo. C.
Hughes.
LOST OR STOLEN-One dark,
bay pony, blind in left eye, known
as "Tom Orr" pony. Return to




furnishes' at Hinson Springs with a
tlephone. J. H. Ling. Hinson, Spgs..
Tenn.
FOR RENT- Eight Roomed
one in West End all modern con-
ences. Frescoed throughout.
Apply L. S. DuBois.
LOST-Scotch Collie dog. Finder
xetttrn to American Express office
at 4acera4way and receive reward.
WANT!. ro Two good
atchpt-Alserantaker at 726




Mr. Joiner in City for a Few Hours
Yesterday.
"resident Joiner of the Interstate
Odd Fellows Association, arrive
here yesterday from his home in Car-
bondale. III, and. 'conferred with the
Paducah brethren regarding t4e an-
nual meeting that will he held here
April 26th. He says hundreds are
coming, and after talking over mat-
ters here, left last evening at 7:30 for
St. Louis to sec till passenger agent
of the Illinbis Central railroad, about
granting reduced excursion rates into
7 this city on that date for benefit of
those coming to attend the fraternal
ga•hering. He was accompanied by
a newspaper man of Carbondale.
We  ars
lino of'
closing out our 
HOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS
at very little above cost.
At housecleaning time,
small can of paint will cover a
multitude of sins. This is
housecleaning time and we are
selling
Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
, • INCORPORATED. ,.
Drvggists, Fifth arid Byway.
Both Phones rig.
• attot . • •••• •••
,
working back this way. She takes
•O an excursion out of Paducah in the
PERSONAL NOTES. •It nexi few weeks.
+ The Buttorff leaves Nashville to-
e-:-Oe-Oe-I-I-:••:-i-e-O-OtleOie:-FeOO-Oe-e-e-e- day, gets here tomorrow, and lays
until Monday before skipping out on
her return trip.
The John S. Hopkins comes in
today from Evansville and departing
immediately, does not come back
any more until next Tuesday.
There skips out for the Tennessee
river this afternoon at five o'clock
the steamer Kentucky. She remains
up that waterway until next Thurs-
day night.
Mr. Dick Davis has returned from
St. Louis.
* , Mr, Jeff I). Rowlett of Murray is
in the city.
; Mr.. Char! ‘s Brown has gone to
St. I.ouis on business.
1 Rev. J. Van Neise Bandy o'l
, Metropolis, i, in the city.
1 Attorney Joseph Grogan is in
Murray on I .•gal business.
1, Mr. R. H. Pinkney of Detroit,
Mich., is herc on a drumming trip.
I Capt. Edward Vs'oolfolk has re-
turned from a trip up the Tennessee; . . •rrver.
I Attorney John B. Wickliffe of
Wickliffe, Ky., is in the city on
business.
I Jutige T. J. ?:unn has gone through
here for Smithland to attend cir-
cuit court.
Mr. F. J. -•••• -*doll has returned
flom a sever oeeks trip through
the -West'
Mrs. W. G. Dycus has gone to
Oak Hill- to visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Pall.
Mr. Walter Bra" the potteryman,
is here from Chattanooga, Tenn.,
where he now resides.
Mr. Clifford Bacon of Troy,
Tenn., is visiting his brother, Dr.
J. D. Bacon, the druggist.
Mr. R. D. Garrett is here from
Princeton. He is the national bank
es% examiner of this state.
Miss Juliet Ruggles of Wau-
ktoeit, Wis., is visiting Miss Allie
of Madison street.
Moe M. E. BoAger of Mayfield
is visiting her sister, Mrs. M. E.
Beadles of North Fifth.
Mr. Samuel Anspacher of New
York is here visiting his brother,
Mr. Ane Anspacher, the banker.
Lawyer Feauk Lucas yesterday
morning went to Bardwell, Ky., to
take depositions in a law suit.
Mr. Vernon J. Blow and wife
arrived yesterday morning from
Louisville and are at The Palmer.
Miss Ruth Shelbourse of Wick-
liffe, Ky., is visiting her sister, NiT S.
Frank P. Hill of Sixth and Clay.
Mrs. E. . Boclanon has returned
fro visit g *lister, Mrs.
arles olz. eif `gransville, Ind.
Sire. George W. Brains of Birm-
ingham, Ala., is visitiog her mother,
Mrs. M. E. Beadle& of North Fifth
street.
Mrs. C. M. Budd-tett-this morn-
ing for Cincinnati .where slae was
called by the death of her brother-
in-law.
Conductor C. P. James of the
street car service has gone to
Tense, Ill., where he was called by
the serious illness of his three year
old girl.
Mr. Edward Dobbins, an expert
soda water man of Syracuse, New
York, has arrived to take charge of
the fine fountain at McPherson's
drug store. o
Mrs. Frank L. lit elitows of Ful-
ton, has returned home, after visit-
ing el rsfl Walter Shephard who is
here from that city, the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Sophia Baum-
guard.
Mr. William F. Grayot and wife
of "Frankfort, Ky., arrived here last
evening and are at The Palmer. Mr.
Gray is assistant secretary of state
for Kentucky and brother-in-law of
lion. John K. Hendrick. They are
en route to Smithland. •
Col. Cornelius Cadle of Cincin-
nati, and Major J. H. Ashcraft of
this city, returned yesterday from
Shiloh national park, where they
went ten days ago to he present at
the Wisconsin monument dedicatory
cercmoniee. They are both com-
missioners of the park, and Col.












Mt. Carmel, 2o.o, falling.
Nashville, 19.6, falling.
Pittsburg, ro.5, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 11.5, falling.
St. Louis, 23.6, falling.




Today the Georgia Lee goes
down bound from Cincinnati to
Memphis.
The towboat Sycamore has re-
(tuned from the Tennessee river
with a taw of lOgs.
The City of Saltillo passed up last
night en route to the • Tennessee
river from St. Louis.
. This morning at eight o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler skips out for
1 Cairo. She comes back tonighl
• about eleven.
The exclusion steamer J.V. went
to Natchez, Miss., last nt ht to
commence het' excursion bt.lineas,
JOKING CHIEF
Jestiney Wired for Money and Was
• Told to Pick His Way Houk --
Yesterday morning a telegram was
received by the local police depart-
ment from Chief James Collins who
is at Hot Springs, Ark, attnding the
annual convention of the Police
Chiefs National Association. The
chief sent the message as a joke, but
it was turned on him. In his dis-
patch he said, "am broke; send me
some money." Former Detective
William E. Baker -quickly fixed up a
respose which said, "no money in
city treasury; blackberry season now
here, pick your way home."
The chief is always possessor of a
roll big enough to do for a dozen,
but if he should happen to go broke
he could get little consolation out of
the blackberry message. ,
BLUE LAW AGAINST BRIDGE
Pittsburg Prosecutor Threatens to
Enforce the Forgotten Act
Pittsburg. Pa., April 14.-Bridge
whist, euchre and other card clubs
where prominent society men and
women gather to risk money on
these seemingly harmless games
may soon be a thing of the' past in
this city, according to District At-
torney Robert E. Stewart, who says
it is nothing but plain gambling and
he is going to stop it.
The brave and fearless man man-
ages to get there early an d thus
avo*cts the rush.
SCannibale tare naturally tender;





Omega Flour, per bag
Purity Flour, per bag 
Jeanette Flour, per bag
Meal, per peck 
5 lb. bucket Country Hog Lard 5oc
to lb. bucket Country Hog Lard gs
I can three pound bull head
Blatie,err;es zoo
4 cans two pound Standard Corn '25e
4 cans three pound Fidelity
Hominy 25C
4 cans two pound string Beans 25c
4 cans two pound Bartlett Pears 3SC
a cans three pound Baltimore
yellow Peaches soc
4 bars fine toilet Soap roe
4 lbs full grain rice . • • ssc
Three packages Vigor a5c
Two pounds fresh Ginger Snaps is
Three boves Search Light •-•
Three boxes Search Light
Matches toe
Seven bars Big Deal Soap 25c
Two 5 cents boxes Washing
Powder  sc
Three pounds fancy California
Pnr--es 25C
Three pounds hand picked But.
Cane Sorghum 20C
Four pounds hand picked Navy
Beans 15c
One-half gallon bucket Golden
Cain Sorghum 20C
One quart old time N. 0. Mo-
lasses zc
Three packages seeded Currants 23c
Three packages Shreaded Cocoa-
nista - - -------
Al] of our goods are fresh new
stock and we will refund your





Eighth "iii d" street. Both
'phones 450.
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF *.•
i-O++,1-O-Oe-O-I-OleeeeHetse-O-I--Heteeee+
-Mrs. Ad Rasch has issued in-
vitations for a card party next
Wednesday afternoon at her home
on Ninth and Broadway.
-A cake and cady sale will today
be gisren at Miss Zula Cobb's milli-
nary store by Mrs. Frank Parham's
Sunday school class of the, First
Christian church.
-The house builders of this city
are preparing to sign up with the
carpenters union, the new schedule
of wages to be paid the latter the
coming year by the contractors,
t
1orank ck of Fourth




Owensboro, Ky., Apra,' ̀;' ?2
(Special.)A-The grand jury todap re-
turned two indictments ag
Estill W. Neel, former cashier,i'
the Stanley Bask. One of the4
ag
lp-
dictments charges him with 
maa false entry in theibooks, while Ike
other charges him with conver
to his own use, with felonious in
$4,000. Neel may be tried at thre
term of court.
•
Plead Guilty to Criminal Libel.
Editor J. E. Chittenden, of the
Crittenden Record, and Postmaster
H. C. McCord, of Hampton, who
were indicted for libel by the Living-
were indicted for libel by the Living-
ston county grand jury for their con-
nection with the circular which was
printe d and circulated during the
campaign of t9os, in which thechar-
acter of Judge Thos. Evans was as-
sale& appeared in court Istonday at
Srnithland and ylead guilty to the
charge and were each fined $2oo and
costs.-Critenden Press.
Charge of Abducting a Young Girl.
Hopkinsvilles Ky., April 13.-A let-
ter has been received here by Chief
of Police Roper from Richard Simp-
son of 167o Maiden Lane, Louisville.
asking that his daughter, Etheleen,
be recovered from a house of ill-fame
to which he claims she was sent by
a woman who had abducted her from
her home. Simpson says his daugh-
ter is only 14 years of age, but large
for her age. He says he is to-
tally blind and that the girl was his
only help, and he further depended
upon her to lead him about. The
name of the woman who is charged
with abducting the girl was not given
in the letter. The houses of ill-re-
pute here are located outside the city
limits, and the police, therefore, had
not authority to act in the ease. The
letter was turned over to the county
authorities, and they are now en-
gaged in investigating the case, and
will take every step possible under the
law to reclaim the girl, should she be
here, and to restore her to her afflict-
ed father.
If a man can't stand properity, he
should sit down and give his wife a
shance.
Offices For Rent.
in Fraternity building, heat,
water, and janitor furnished. Apply
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INC BEE A,Horeapea,T;reRiders
Cactus Proof -
Made from high grade rubber and Sea Island Cotten, property wrapped
and frictioned. They are supplied with an extra heavy tread to resist punc-
tures. We guarantee them to be perfect in construction and material and
will replace free of charge any defective tire. We are SOLE AGENTS
for this brand. We also carry a large line of M. & W. and all standard
tires and a complete line of supplies. See our READING BICYCLES
before you buy, they are those so mile an hour wheels and have more rec-
ords than any either bicycle on the market
If you wish a luxury in the bicycle line call and see oue
THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
Prices Just Fligkt, Terms Easy. Old Bicycles Taken Ii Wage
RZPAIRING DONE BY MECHANIC&
S. E. MITCHELL





Saturday, April 14, Sunday, April 15
GENERAL ADMISSION as. GRAND STAND 35c. BOX SEATS 6oc
TICKETS•ON SALE SMITH & NAGELS, 4th AND BROADWAY
GAME CALLkD PROMPTLY AT 3:30 P. U.
lb.
FARMERS' INSTITUTE




This afternoon at 2 o'clock there
will be held a meeting of the Farm-
ers' Institute at the county court
honer, at which time many of the
tillers of the soil will be pre- • • from
the rural districts to state w hat theo
will do regarding each planting so I
much of this vegetable and that, in
attempts to make this section a great
center for this business. It is expect- .




i8 lbs. Granulated Sanger tor St=
4 lbs SodaCrackers for  25c
a pkgs. Saratoga Flakes for as
3 pkgs. Graham Crackers for  25C
IfA.. Vanila Wafers for  25ckgs. Nabisco Wafers for..  25c3 cans Nkw York corn  25c
I 2 pkgs. White Line Wash Powder sc
I
1 lb. Brick Codfish  Se
3 Fancy Fat Mackerel  sse
Imported French Sardines per
'", cah rse
* cans Thistle Peas for  15c
I' Premier Rolled Oats, per pkg  roc
I qt. Fancy Table Syrup for  5c
. a bottle Extract, any flavor for  15.::
Pure California Wine, Claret,-
--71-i Sherryi-estreet-Catawba, Black
berry and Port, per gallon..i.00
Fancy Bananas, per dos. ra%c
Scrub Brushes at sc a piece.
Prices  matinee: _children toe, adults IENGLERT 












Mr. C. M. atei
business.
• 1
Budd is in Chicago an
SPECTACLES 
EYE GLASSES











You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So you will know where to get] the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump" ,13c, Nutl2c. Both Telephonres254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. nest Kentucky Coal Co.
•
Ito 4
aweedastedfr.
•
